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ABSTRACT 
The character Darlin William Faulkner's novel As I 
Lay Dying uses his narration to bias the reader's 
perception of his brother Jewel. 
Darl concentrates on the characterization of Jewel. 
Darl is the only narrator to report that Jewel strikes his 
horse, making suspect Jewel's violence. Darl uses terms 
such as "wood," "pale," and "erect" to suggest Jewel's 
rigid, unfeeling nature. But Darl uses the same words to 
describe Anse, Vardaman, and a cow's tail, respectively; 
Darl's description seems therefore indiscriminate. 
Darl hates Jewel so much that he sabotages the wagon 
they ride while Addie dies. Darl saws out a spoke, as 
shown by the description of the broken wheel, Vardaman's 
use of the spoke to hit Peabody's horse, Darl's 
fascination with Cash's saw-set, and Faulkner's frequent 
use of spoke imagery in his other works. 
When chapters overlap so that two or more characters 
describe the same action, Darl's narration is so often 
different from that by other characters that his relia-
bility is questionable. For example, Darl says that Jewel 
could not hear Cash's saw, Jewel says that he does; Darl 
changes the words Dewey Dell thinks in reporting her 
hatred of Peabody; and Darland Vardaman report differ-
ently the same incident with Cash. 
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The few times when other characters describe Jewel in 
the same terms used by Darl, the latter's clairvoyance 
seems to account for the discrepancies. In each case, a 
ghostly "presence" envelops a character before he or she 
uses the same terms as Darl to describe Jewel. Dewey Dell 
feels a black void before describing Jewel as like "wood" 
and Tull says Darl looks "inside" of him before commenting 
on Jewel's appearance. 
INTRODUCTION 
If we were to try to describe Jewel in one or two 
words, we might easily suggest terms like "wooden," 
"violent," and ''determined." All would be appropriate, 
since all are suggested by narrators describing his 
character. But is Jewel really as unfeeling and violent 
as he is described? Or are we led to believe that Jewel 
is such a character? We can see from the most cursory 
reading that much of Jewel's description comes from Darl's 
narration, and any kind of reading leads us to more 
questions: if Darl leads us to our perception of Jewel, is 
his narration accurate? or does Darl have some ulterior 
motive for describing Jewel in this way? And if we 
believe that Darl biases our assessment of Jewel, how do 
we account for the few times other characters describe 
Jewel in similar terms? 
This thesis will attempt to tackle the above problems 
through an analysis of the terms Darl uses to describe 
Jewel; an example showing Darl's intense hatred for his 
brother; an assessment of overlaps between chapters that 
strongly suggest the unreliability of Darl as a narrator; 
and a review of Darl's clairvoyance that suggests he 
influences other characters to describe Jewel in his 
terms. But first, the following introduction will assess. 
the.major themes in the critical discussion of As I Lay 
3 
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Dying and critique Darl's reliability as narrator and 
Jewel's character in general. 
***** 
Probably the most important discussion of As I Lay 
Dying occurred in the 1950s with Olga Vickery's 
consideration of several Faulkner novels. Vickery 
stresses that ''the journey from beginning to end is a 
travesty of the ritual of interment" (Vickery 52). Most 
importantly she notes that the book revolves around Addie, 
that characters define themselves in terms of their words 
or acts, and that the novel contains an "interplay of 
seriousness which reaches toward tragedy and of humor" 
(Vickery 65). The last point seems particularly 
interesting, since most critics simply cannot decide 
whether the novel is supposed to be funny or not. 
Goellner, writing after the first version of 
Vickery's article, uses a wide array of examples to 
develop her case. He finds Darl's passages "meaningless 
rhetoric,'' notes the mother-similarities of Jewel's horse, 
sees Dewey Dell as "the simplest of the Bundren kin'' and 
Cash as ''the finest character in the novel" (Goellner 50, 
51, and 54). But Goellner often overgeneralizes with 
little proof, such as the claim that Cora is ''The sole 
comic figure" in the novel (Goellner 53). We might 
question his assessment of Cash as well, although his 
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recognition of Cash as something more than a dim bulb 
certainly contains some merit. 
Mellard also notes the importance of Cash in his 
study of the philosophical ideologies of the characters, 
worth noting because of the categories he forms. He finds 
Addie and Jewel examples of nominalism, Darl an example of 
idealism, neither of which can survive satisfactorily in 
the Bundren world {Mellard 511). For him, the only 
realist in the novel is Cash (Mellard 512). Unfortun-
ately, Mellard seems to oversimplify the argument, 
assuming that Faulkner meant Cash to be the hero of the 
novel because he was the only realist. Since whether or 
not Faulkner himself was much of a realist is question-
able, that Cash would be the hero of the novel is much in 
doubt, at least in my opinion. 
One other important discussion of the words-and-
deeds issue first assessed by Vickery is presented by 
Wagner. She finds the irony so dark that it makes the 
book extremely_serious and not funny at all {Wagner 81). 
After comparing Anse to Archie Bunker, she finds the 
former vested with a ''lazy but crippling evil'' (Wagner 
79). As in Vickery's view, the characters present 
themselves for evaluation through their words and acts; 
unlike Vickery, Wagner believes their presentation shows 
them to be the moral equivalents of slugs, with brains to 
5 
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match. 
Other critics comment on similar issues within 
Vickery's comments, sometimes stepping gingerly outside of 
them, but the above list highlights most of the major 
opinions about Addie as a focus for the novel. It seems 
that many critics are now repeating the emphasis in 
different ways. But a different critical debate, probably 
more important to this paper, is the heroic vs. 
anti-heroic controversy over the novel. Again, some of 
the debate hinges on whether or not we read the novel as 
funny. Brooks seems to have done much to start the 
debate, noting that "the comic value of the absurd and 
anticlimactic incidents" seems to negate the feeling that 
the actions of the Bundrens are heroic (Brooks 141). The 
sense of heroism wins out, and Brooks praises Jewel and 
Cash while questioning Darl's motives (Brooks 143). 
Brooks looks at other characters as well, but his best 
sections seem to be his analysis of Jewel and cash as 
heroes, if of different types. 
Wasiolek also finds the novel to have heroes, but for 
him the heroes are Darland Addie. He praises the revenge 
motive Addie had for going to Jefferson, and adds that 
''the final triumph belongs to selfishness and 
insensitivity'' (Wasiolek 23). The tale is ironic, he 
insists, with most of the characters too foolish to see 
'j - 6 
that they are paying homage to a stinking corpse (Wasiolek 
23). How that irony makes Darland Addie heroes--other 
than grimly nasty ones--we should have trouble seeing. 
But the debate continues and is in part responsible for 
the strong feeling we as readers get for choosing between 
the actions of Jewel and those of Darl. Which side we sit 
on defines how we read the book, since both beliefs seem 
to contain a kind of morality. 
We might even read Vickery's comments on the novel's 
focus on Addie as taking sides in the debate. For that is 
how Cross considers Vickery's comments, and Cross almost 
angrily accuses Addie and Jewel of trying "to cheat God" 
(Cross 256). She pities Darl, "who pays for the family's 
sins" (Cross 257). But Jewel not only does not appear as 
a heroic character for Cross, "Jewel 'saves' Addie and 
symbolically destroys her as mother and savior" (Cross 
258). 
On the other hand, Sawyer reads the novel as purely 
an exercise in the promoting of Jewel as the hero: "His 
mission is the story, and it is finished" when Addie is 
buried (Sawyer 33). Only Jewel ''achieves what might be 
called tragic proportions" (Sawyer 32). Although Sawyer 
accepts everything Darl says as true and gives at best a 
cursory reading of the novel, his belief that a boy should 
respect his mother is certainly admirable. And so many 
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critics mention, like Sawyer, that Addie's primary goal 
was to escape the world of the Bundrens (Sawyer 32-33). 
' We must believe that Addie was largely responsible for the 
world around her and certainly more responsible for her 
children than was Anse. 
Reed tries to find a structure in the set-up of the 
59 chapters (Reed 84-111). Tries is the operative word, 
however, as the struggle to tie so many different 
narratives into one theme and to show how that theme 
progresses by the placement of chapters appears especially 
daunting. Reed's solution--that the novel is a process of 
"becoming"--seems rather weak {Reed 94). My kitchen 
garbage could be called "becoming" in the same sense by 
Monday night, so I take it out to the can for pick-up 
Tuesday. Komar attempts a similar structural reading, but 
she uses Addie as her central focus {Komar 48-57). 
One source of great use to this thesis was "As I Lay 
Dying": A Concordance to the Novel by Capps. Although 
using a now-outdated version of the novel, pages of the 
words are easily found once the general key is discovered. 
Of particular use for this thesis are the many terms 
describing Jewel, as well as the words suggesting Darl's 
clairvoyant presence and his telepathic influence. 
--
Fin a 11 y, a note on the text used for this analysis: the 
most-easily-accessible paperback version of the novel, • 
8 
which is Noah Polk's revised edition based on Faulkner's 
ribbon typescript setting copy (243). The book, "As I Lay 
Dying": The Corrected Text, was published by Vintage Books 
of New York, with the paperback edition published in 
February, 1987. 
***** 
Now that we have considered the critics; let us 
narrow our view to the two characters who will form the 
major focus of this thesis: Darland Jewel. th9ugh both 
gain attention from critics, neither is considered as 
important as Addie. But Darl has become the subject of a 
variety of articles, and we will turn to his analysis 
first. 
Much of Darl's consideration depends on how we answer 
the question of who is the novel's hero, Darl or Jewel? 
The critics are mixed on the answer. Simon gave a review 
of the consistency of Darl's creation and considered just 
how mad Darl really is (Simon 104-10). He says Darl 
always laughs at humanity at its most dehumanized, and 
Simon compares him to Hamlet as characters searching for 
their own voices (Simon 108 and 110). 
Seltzer also emphasizes Darl's madness, but he does 
not let Darl off so easily, as mentioned earlier. Yet his 
view of Darl as a pathological character makes Darl seem 
pitiable. We must wonder, when Faulkner sent Darl to 
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Jackson in almost a humorous way, whether the intention 
was to make us feel sorry for Darl. But such is the case 
for a variety of critics, as suggested in previous 
commentary. Palliser also blames Darl's problems on "the 
determinist nature of Darl's vision," based on the 
Calvinist teachings Darl probably heard (Palliser 619-33). 
Pitavy considers Darla similarly- tragic figure 
because, unlike Jewel, who gains a sense of self through 
love from his mother, Darl has "no substance" (Pitavy 
37-62). Pitavy also calls Darl a ''double of the author," 
an assessment which may contribute to the problem most 
critics have (Pitavy 59). Since Darl is the main narrator 
and speaks more eloquently than most other characters, 
critics often assume that he is the voice of Faulkner. I,, 
But for Faulkner, "Darl was mad from the first. He got 
progressively madder because he didn't have the 
capacity--not so much of sanity but of inertness to resist 
all the catastrophes that happened to the family" (Gwynn 
110). Would Faulkner make his own persona the voice of 
madness? 
Critics for the most part let Darl off too lightly. 
Perhaps they hesitate to denigrate him because of his 
supposed relationship to Faulkner. But even in the novel, 
Faulkner has him taken off to Jackson. Garrison makes an 
interesting comment about Darl's priorities, which he says 
10 
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we might question in relation to his early monologues 
(Garrison 18). But his is one of few critical commen-
taries suggesting Darl's possible bias, which is the main 
topic of this thesis. 
Similarly, few critics question that Jewel is as 
unfeeling and "wooden" as he appears in the novel. When 
they do raise the question, they quickly suggest that it 
might be studied. No one tackles the problem, however. 
Only two critical articles with Jewel as the clear focus 
exist, and one of them gives only some weak comparisons to 
the Greek hero Achilles (Lyday 2). In the other, Beidler 
offers some interesting insights into Jewel's character 
but leaves most of his relationship with Darl unchallenged 
(Beidler 236-42). 
Even Beidler's comments are more an example of how 
Faulkner "revealed" a character rather than an in-depth 
analysis of Jewel. Beidler notes the woodenness, counts 
the swearing, and finds that Jewel "is suspicious of his 
brothers and jealous of any attention his mother pays to 
them" (Beidler 240). The latter is more a supposition 
than a fact. But Beidler makes an important comment on ... 
Jewel's relationship with Darl: "there is evidence that 
Darl is insanely jealous of Jewel because he, not Darl, 
received Addie's love. Darl therefore hates Jewel so 
thoroughly that he cannot be trusted not to distort--
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consciously or unconsciously--what he reports of him" 
(Beidler 241). 
Although he says he recognizes the doubt he casts 
over Darl's narrations, especially those involving Jewel, 
"Before we can decide what characterizes a man, we must 
somehow sift out the true from the false in the shifting 
quicksand of opinions and 'facts' we are given by 
different reporters at different times" (Beidler 241). 
Though Beidler suggests looking to other characters for 
better guidance in interpreting Jewel, he adds that they 
"may not be entirely trustworthy" either (Beidler 242). 
Finally, he suggests that in attempting to gain a final 
picture of Jewel, 
we must study many different characters simul-
taneously and establish a bedrock for each one, for 
it is these other characters who report Jewel's 
story, altering it or interpreting it in accordance 
with their own selfish motives, conscious or not, 
and with their own misapprehensions about what goes 
on. (Beidler 242) 
It is the final picture of Jewel that we try to gather in 
this paper. 
***** 
The following thesis provides no definite offering to 
the critical debate over the hero of the novel, but it 
does try to analyze the.way Darl colors our opinion of 
Jewel in an attempt to force us to believe that Jewel is 
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not the hero of the novel. Through Darl's characteriza-
tion of Jewel, we are led to believe that Jewel is an 
unfeeling zombie. Whether that is true we can in no way 
be sure, as we must completely mistrust Darl's narration 
and much of the other negative commentary from other 
characters about Jewel. If we read the novel this way, 
the positive characteristics of Jewel stand out. In 
almost every other study, critics allow Dar! to describe 
Jewel. While assuming the role of critics, writers on the 
text have really handed the work over to Dar!, who eagerly 
provides terms like "wooden," "rigid," and "motionless" to 
describe Jewel as almost un-human. For too long we have 
trusted Darl's narration, even if we do not trust his 
character. 
The following thesis will consider the question of 
the accuracy of the characterization of Jewel, through the 
following means (according to chapter): 
I - an .analysis of Darl's description of Jewel, focusing 
on the terms he uses to define Jewel's character; 
II - an example that proves Darl truly hates Jewel, a 
hate which would suggest that Darl's comments on his 
brother are biased toward the negative; 
III - a look at the overlaps between chapters when two or 
more characters describe the same scene, and the 
13 
subsequent unreliability of Oarl's narration; 
IV - and a review of Darl's clairvoyant capabilities that 
ultimately shows how Darl forces his opinion of 
Jewel on other narrators. 
Through these chapters, the reader will see how 
Darl's hatred for his brother makes him not only describe 
Jewel unreliably but also force other characters to 
describe Jewel in the same terms. 
14 
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CHAPTER I 
To find a valid basis to judge Jewel, we must look at 
all descriptions of his character. We may too easily 
accept Darl's characterization of his brother, as most 
critics do. Even critics who suggest that Darl may 
mislead us do not tell us how. In order to gain some real 
understanding of the distorted way that we are shown 
Jewel, this chapter will consider the following: Darl's 
references to Jewel by name; Darl's taunting of his 
brother; and Jewel's supposed violence. After considering 
Darl's reliability in these instances, this chapter will 
assess the words Darl uses to characterize Jewel and see 
how they do not give us any kind of reliable basis to 
judge the supposedly ill-tempered Jewel. Finally, this 
chapter will show how narrators other than Darl give a 
much fairer assessment of Jewel. 
***** 
According to my count, narrators describe the action 
of or refer to Jewel directly in 44 of the 59 chapters. 
Of those 44, 19 are narrated by Darl. In fact, every 
section that Darl narrates contains a reference to Jewel 
in some capacity, often as a main focus. Although we 
might have trouble identifying the focus of any narration, 
Darl's narrations seem especially complex; therefore, 
determining the number of times Jewel is his focus may be 
15 
impossible. But we can easily see that Jewel is important
 
to Darl if we consider where Jewel first appears in Darl's
 
chapters. 
If we consider Darl's narrations alone, Jewel is 
either referred to by proper name or by clear pronoun-
reference in 14 of the chapters by the end of the second 
paragraph; in 12 by the end of the first paragraph; in 11 
by the end of the first line of type; and in seven as the 
first word. Four of Darl's remaining chapters use Jewel 
as a main focus of the last two paragraphs, another 
position showing relative importance to the narrator. Th
e 
only time Darl does not place Jewel in either the very 
beginning or very end of- his narration occurs in his last 
( 
section, where Jewel has become "like any other man'' to 
the beaten Darl (236). 
By comparison, other characters seem somewhat 
slighted by Darl. Darl refers to both Cash and Anse in 15 
of his narrations. He speaks of Dewey Dell in 14 
different chapters, and Vardaman in only 10 chapters. The
 
absence of Vardaman, especially in most of Darl's earlier 
narrations, seems especially important when noting the 25 
of the 44 chapters with references to Jewel other than by 
Darl. Jewel appears once in his own chapter, as well as 
.. 
once in chapters by Anse, Samson, Addie, Armstid, and 
Peabody. Cora refers to him directly in two of her 
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narrations; Dewey Dell and Cash refer to Jewel in three 
narrations; and Tull refers to him four times. Vardaman, 
however, refers to Jewel in 7 of his 10 narrations, nearly 
twice as many chapters as any character other than Darl. ( 
Vardaman's references to Jewel and Darl's lack of 
consideration of his youngest brother early in the novel 
' ' 
seem to point to a misunderstanding on the part of critics 
as to the relationship of Vardaman and Darl. Vickery 
notes Darl's "resemblance to Vardaman" (Vickery 59). 
According to Reed, Darland Vardaman "have the most to 
share with each other" (Reed 85). Rooks says that toward 
the end "Faulkner has moved Vardaman closer to Darl" and 
that in the end "the train carries away [Vardaman's] best 
friend" (Rooks 152 and 154). And we might also think so, 
since Vardaman often asks Darl difficult questions and the 
conversations are usually reported in Vardaman's own 
chapters. 
Yet if we consider Darl as a narrator with an . ,. 
understanding of his audience, we could just as well 
assume that Darl wants to soften his image by focusing on 
Vardaman. The two do seem to enjoy a clairvoyant 
relationship several times in the novel (as will be 
explored in Chapter IV in this thesis), but other than 
that we must question how much Darl really cares about 
Vardaman, and vice versa. Vardaman does appear to dwell 
17 
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on Darl's trip to Jackson (232-34), and he repeats 
requests for Darl's whereabouts after the fire (206-08). 
But the youngest Bundren refers to Darlin only 7 of 
his 10 narrations, the same amount of times he speaks of 
Jewel. He also seems to emulate Jewel more readily than he 
does Darl. Vardaman thinks of Jewel's slick hair as the 
same cut as Macgowan's (233), which the Tull girls seem to 
consider stylish (30). He worries about Jewel's 
disappearance with the horse, a worry to which no other 
character confesses (181), and he also notes Jewel by name 
when he comes back without the horse (194). Finally, the 
boy even imitates Jewel's actions with the cow: "I jerk my 
hand, cursing her like Jewel does" (51). Again, though 
Vardaman may appear to be a kind of soul-mate to Darl, he 
seems to care about Jewel just as much. )) 
From the examples above of Darl's references to 
Jewel, he seems preoccupied with showing Jewel's actions. 
Seeing Jewel in action, often with few words, has led 
critics to assume that he is all action. But these 
critics may be missing the point. We could just as well 
gather that Darl likes narrating the actions of Jewel more 
than describing other characters or other things. And 
since Darl has one-third of the narrations in the novel 
(19 of 59), Darl obviously gives us the strongest 
impression of Jewel. 
18 
But if we realize that Darl gives us our main 
impression of Jewel, how can we decide whether we trust 
his view? We know that he appears to dislike Jewel more 
than he does anyone else in the novel, spending parts of 
five of his narrations taunting him (35-36, 45-48, 84, 96, 
and 195-96). Of those five, the first three take place 
while the two are alone on the trip for wood. The fourth, 
a more subtle taunt to tell Jewel that Addie will soon 
start smelling, Jewel seems to ignore (96). The last and 
most vicious of the taunts, the questioning about Jewel's 
father, occurs when we would expect Vardaman by Darl's 
side. Yet Vardaman does not report the taunts in his own 
narration (195-96). In short, Jewel's violent reactions 
to his brother's taunts are told by only Darland most 
likely seen by only him. We are forced to question 
whether the taunts and rebuttal happened at all. 
Similarly, commentators often picture Jewel as a 
violent character. But the only scenes where Jewel 
strikes his horse are described by Darl (11-12, 135, and 
168). In fact, the first and last of those three scenes 
are described when Darl is not even present, presumably 
through his clairvoyance--a subject we will question in 
Chapter IV. The middle example, when Jewel frantically 
tries to force his horse back into the river to save the 
tipping wagon and coffin, might be understandable. Jewel 
19 
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so wants to help his mother that viewing him striking the 
horse to make it move may not be an accurate way to judge 
his character. If anything, it suggests his dedication to 
his mother. But we must question again whether the scene 
even happened, since Tull reports the same scene as "just 
Jewel fighting the horse back to the wagon" (139). As we 
will see in Chapter III, the overlap calls into question 
the reliability of the narrators who differ in their 
telling of the same scene. Unlike Darl, who was jumping 
off the wagon, Tull had a much better view of the incident 
from the shore; yet he does not describe Jewel hitting 
anything. 
Darl also describes Jewel as hitting Gillespie at the 
barn burning (204). Certainly Jewel had provocation for 
knocking Gillespie away, if he indeed did so: Jewel is 
desperate to save Addie's coffin, and Gillespie is the 
only thing stopping him. Also, since Darl has just cried 
for help to catch Jewel, if anyone is knocked down Darl 
may be blamed. And just whom Gillespie blames we know 
from Cash's commentary: as "It was either send him to 
Jackson, or have Gillespie sue us, because he knowed some 
way that Darl set fire to it" (215). We have no evidence 
that the man struck down by Jewel holds any anger toward 
him for the knocking. 
Cash is the only other character to describe Jewel as 
20 
physically striking anything. And since Cash seems a 
reliable narrator, we must place some stock in his 
comments. He says that "Jewel throwed Darl down and held 
him lying on his back" (220). Yet even then, Darl is able 
to speak lucidly, and Jewel only helps one man from 
Jackson and Anse hold Darl. Who would refer to Anse as 
violent? They may even just be trying to get Darl away 
from the attacking Dewey Dell. Darl seems only a victim, 
as he has been portrayed by critics. 
Rather than a real victim, Darl consciously may be 
trying to make himself look better than Jewel. While in 
front of other potential narrators, he tries to earn the 
three dollars, supposedly to help the family (15-18). As 
we will see, he has strong ulterior motives: to get Jewel 
away from his dying mother. When he appears to help Dewey 
Dell in her efforts to get an abortion {182 and 190), we 
will again see that he has other motives. We must even 
question whether he protects Jewel from a knifing in order 
to save himself from the repercussions of burning the barn 
(212-14). Again, since the description of events is 
provided by Darl, who better to make him look good? 
***** 
But we have yet to understand the real impact of 
Darl's narration on our interpretation of Jewel. In order 
to do so, we must analyze the,way Darl characterizes his 
21 
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brother. Through a look at the words most often used by 
Darl to describe Jewel's physical actions, physical 
appearance, and demeanor, we will see how his descriptions
 
give us a biased view. But more than just a bias, we will 
see how Darl's characterizations have little merit. our 
most-frequent narrator so often describes people or things
 
other than Jewel in identical terms that we must question 
his very standard of judgment. And when we realize that 
even Darl's basis for judgment is indiscriminate, we will 
similarly realize that he is one of the last characters w
e 
can depend upon for an accurate view of anyone. 
For the purpose of this thesis, we will look at 31 
different descriptive terms that Darl as narrator uses to 
characterize Jewel, with variations of those words 
counting as one term. Many of these words are used by 
critics as a reliable guide for assessing Jewel's 
character. Four of the words suggest a physical action 
that Jewel showed; 11 suggest his physical appearance; and
 
16 demonstrate his demeanor. In almost all of these 
cases, Darl is the only narrator to use these terms to 
describe Jewel, although other characters describe Jewel 
with other words. I will make a special note of the times
 
that another character describes him with the same words 
as well as how others see Jewel after the assessment of 
Darl's narration. 
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Of the four terms for his physical action, Dar! uses 
two solely to describe Jewel. He says that Addie ''petted 
him more. Because he was peakling around the house more" 
(16). Darl uses the words "petted'' and ''peakling'' to 
refer only to Jewel, and we may assume a negative' 
connotation to them. But the two other terms Darl uses t
o 
describe Jewel's action, "glare'' and ''straight ahead,'' are
 
much more nebulous. He refers to a ''glare'' in Jewel's 
eyes twice, with the first time showing a reflection from
 
the barn fire (201 and 202). He also says Jewel ''glares" 
(202) and is "glaring" (113). We might think that Darl 
gives us a valid basis to see the anger in those glares. 
But on the other hand, Darl also says Addie gives a 
''glare'' as she is about to die ( 44) , that the lantern has 
a "glare'' (67 and 72), and that the fire gives off a glare 
(201, 202 twice, and 204 three times). 
Certainly the meaning that Darl associates with the 
term comes into question, since the lantern's comforting 
''glare'' cannot be similar to Jewel's, especially if Darl 
means to suggest a negative connotation for his brother's 
look. Similarly, Darl says that Jewel looks ''straight 
ahead'' three times (3 twice and 214). However, Darl also 
says that Anse looks "straight ahead'' at the road, and no 
negative connotation is suggested (95). The way Darl 
first uses that term should also be questioned: he notes 
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in the first page of the novel how Jewel, "looking 
straight ahead, steps in a single stride through the 
window. Still staring straight ahead, his pale eyes like 
wood set into his wooden face, he crosses the floor in 
four strides" (3). The passage seems an example of the 
single-minded determination and arrogance of Jewel, that 
he would avoid the path and almost bully his way through 
the cottonhouse. 
:11: 
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But such an assessment of Jewel's actions is entirely 
without provocation. Taking a shortcut through the 
cottonhouse does not show us anything at all about his 
character except in comparison to a more important moment 
when Darland Jewel can either go through a house or 
around it. That moment occurs when Darl goes through the 
house without looking at Addie to reach the back porch 
(8), then back through the hall to reach the barn (18). 
Jewel, on the other hand, walks around the house to get to 
the back porch (15) and then again around to return to the 
barn (18). Here Jewel respects his mother's privacy and 
has no wish to bother her, while Darl carelessly intrudes 
upon that,same privacy. If either character could be 
called aggressive, certainly it is Darlin this case. 
Darl does little better at analyzing Jewel's physical 
appearance. Of the 11 we will consider, 4 of them are 
used for Jewel alone. He refers to Jewel's face as 
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''high-blooded'' ( 16) and "high-colored'' ( 168) and his jaw 
as also "high-colored" (211). He also describes Jewel's 
jaw as "bone-white" and eyes as the same on the same page 
(173). Jewel is "like a figure cut leanly from tin" when 
he runs to the fire (201) and then similarly described 
when he rushes to save Addie's coffin (204). We may 
gather what we wish from these comments, which again are 
used only to describe Jewel. They seem to say less about 
him than they might first appear. 
The other comments on his appearance occur much more 
frequently; yet they are not used solely for Jewel. In 
the scene at the fire, Jewel's appearance "in a Greek 
frieze" seems like a suggestion of his mythic quality. In 
fact, Kerr calls him "the hero of the myth who braves 
flood and fire to reach or rescue his beloved" (Kerr "As I 
Lay Dying as Ironic Quest" 11)). But Jewel is wrestling 
with Gillespie at the time, not alone. Does anyone 
consider the naked Gillespie a mythic hero? Of course 
not, and we would be wise to question any consideration of 
Jewel as one. 
Similarly, we should question Darl's use of colors as 
showing much about Jewel's appearance. Darl describes his 
brother as ''red" three times, each time as a suggestion of 
his violent temper (111, 112, and 212). But Darl also 
uses ''red'' to describe the road (95 twice and 106), the 
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glare from the barn (204), and the sand on the hill 
leading into Jefferson (212). That any comparisons exist 
between the sand and Jewel we must seriously doubt. 
Likewise, Darl describes Jewel as "green'' ( 87 twice, 111, 
and 112). But he also describes as ''green" the cotton 
(3), the ditch water (45), and the cement (192 and 193). 
How can Darl have chosen to describe such different 
objects in the same way unless he failed to discriminate? 
And the list goes on. Darl describes parts of 
Jewel's head or eyes in particular as "white'' five times 
(35 twice, 174, 195, and 212). He also calls the sign 
board "white'' twice (95), and refers four times to the 
''white" man who almost fi,ghts Jewel (212). Even the 
I 
description ''pale,'' which seems often used to describe 
Jewel, raises some questions. Darl says his brother's 
eyes are "pale'' seven times ( 3, 16, 17, 113, 131, 168, and 
193) and "paler'' at one point (121). He also calls 
Jewel's face "pale'' once (128). Still, Darl fails to 
restrict his description to Jewel, calling Vardaman's face 
''pale'' as well (45). 
Darl also calls Jewel's face "lean" (69) and the rest 
of his body ''lean'' too (114, 201, 204, and 214 twice). 
Yet he calls Cash ''lean" twice, suggesting that the term 
might just be a general description of any of the 
Bundrens, not necessarily a suggestion of Jewel's athletic 
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prowess (69). And probably the most noted term for Jewel, 
that of his appearance like "wood," as "wooden," 
"wooden-backed," or "wooden-faced"--suggesting the 
unfeeling nature of Jewel's character--needs to be 
questioned. True, references to the latter three 1·all 
, 
refer to Jewel alone and are in fact all particular to 
Jewel's description (3, 17, 84, and 168; 84 twice, 91, and 
193; and 84, 96, and 198, respectively). But while Darl 
uses the word "wood" to describe Jewel three times (16, 
168, and 214), he also uses it to note Anse's appearance. 
Jewel is ''as though carved squatting out of the lean wood" 
(214), while Darl finds Anse "like a figure carved 
clumsily from tough wood" (149). The appearance may just 
be similar for all sunburned, skinny farmers; only Darl 
may use it most to denigrate Jewel. 
Turning to the way Darl characterizes Jewel's 
demeanor, only four of the 16 words we will look at are 
used to describe only Jewel. Three of them are used 
almost together, as Jewel appears "questing,'' then "sober 
and •.. subdued'' as they consider how to cross the river 
(129). As they carry Addie's coffin down the hill and 
place it on the wagon, Jewel looks "suffocated" (87), then 
''suffocating" (88). None of these expressions says much 
negative about his character, however. That Jewel is 
concerned about the crossing is reasonable, and that he 
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has trouble catching his breath when he is the main 
support for the coffin is equally unsurprising. 
Still, Darl seems to inflict upon us a certain 
interpretation of Jewel's demeanor that we need to 
question, and not only because he is really the only 
character describing Jewel in these ways. He gives a 
strong impression of Jewel's anger but uses the same terms 
to describe totally unrelated things. Jewel is "furious" 
six times in Darl's narrations (87, 88, 201 twice, 202, 
and 212), but then again so is Dewey Dell, who shakes 
Addie "with the furious strength of the young" (44). 
Perhaps Darl means only that all young people can have a 
"furious strength'' or at least the appearance of fury. 
Since he does not discriminate completely, we must wonder. 
Darl also characterizes Jewel as "savage" (11 and 
18). But he describes Anse's face the same way (69), as 
well as even the lantern (70). Again, descriptions of 
such diverse objects in the same terms must give us grave 
doubt about Darl's ability to define his terms. Though he 
says that Jewel feels "despair'' ( 88 twice) , he also says 
that the mules are "despairing" (132) and that the wind 
"despairs'' {209). How can all of these images be accepted 
as similar enough to give us a true definition of what 
Darl means? The short answer is, they cannot. 
Neither do the characterizations of Jewel as somehow 
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waiting for something to happen. Though Darl says Jewel 
is "alert" (128, 129, 132, and 133), he says the same 
thing about Jewel's horse (10), Addie's face (47), Dewey 
Dell's eyes (91), and the attitude of himself and Cash 
{128), the last reference just a few lines from one about 
Jewel. We might gather that Jewel is little different 
from his horse, Addie, Dewey Dell, Cash, or even Darl 
himself. Because Darl fails to discriminate his 
references effectively, we have no way of discerning. 
" 
As Darl finds Jewel "motionless" {11, 84, 96, 115, 
and 214), so does he find a fan (46), Anse (48), and the 
buzzards (84). If some symbolism is at work here, good 
luck trying to define it. Jewel is "poised" (96 and 128), 
but so· is the sun (35) and the wagon (135). Also, Jewel 
is "calm" (128 and 133), as are Cash (71 and 133) and 
Dewey Dell {91). Almost every term Darl uses to describe 
Jewel's demeanor is used elsewhere to describe a totally 
different character or object. Yet many people have read 
the descriptions as specific to Jewel. 
The final way Darl describes Jewel is in terms of 
stiffness of body. Jewel is "erect" many times in Darl's 
c~apters (84, 95, 127, and 211). But Darl also says that 
Tull, Jewel, and he himself are all "erect" when they dive
 
(145). He even notes the ''erect" tail of the cow as it 
runs from the burning barn (204). We need not hesitate 
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before abandoning any hope at suggesting similarities or 
symbolism between Jewel and the tail, I hope. While Darl 
has Jewel sit ''stiffly" {211), Cash stands "stiffly up" 
(71), and the mules extend their legs ''stiffly" (135). 
Jewel alone and with his horse are shown as "rigid" (3, 11 
twice, 84, 168, and 193); and so are Addie (46), the rope 
{144), and again the cow's tail (204). 
Jewel's attitude in the saddle seems similarly stiff 
based on Darl's descriptions; but again we must question 
how Darl defines his descriptions. Jewel sits "lightly" 
twice {96 and 133), but also uses "lightly" as a 
descriptor for Cash (46), Addie (46), lightning (68), and 
the coffin {71). He also appears "upright" twice in 
Darl's narrations (96), but so appear the family (119), 
the log (134), the cow's tail (204), and the coffin (205). 
With the wide variety of objects described, we are given 
no clear idea of what Darl means by his terms. Instead we 
are left foundering in the belief that Jewel is a stiff, 
unfeeling character, when we have no accurate means to 
judge him at all. 
Perhaps if nothing else, the frequent similarities 
between Jewel and the cow's tail point either to the lack 
I 
of focus in Darl's narrations or to comic games Faulkner 
was playing. Darl's indiscriminate use of his terms in 
describing Jewel causes us to question how he really means 
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these words, as well as how much stock we should taken in 
them. Darl is Jewel's primary narrator; our perception of 
him is based on Darl's descriptions. Once we begin to 
doubt Darl's characterization of Jewel--which seems 
basically that of an unfeeling, violent automaton--we may 
also begin to re-assess our own interpretation of Jewel's 
character. In doing so, we must also try to discern 
Darl's motives for describing Jewel in such a way. 
***** 
Before we think that we are left to struggle with our 
perception of Jewel, we might look first at the way other 
characters see him. Through their narrations we are given 
a rather mixed view of a teenager who seems not nearly so 
unfeeling or violent as he is portrayed by Darl. In fact, 
he seems to have encountered the feelings of most normal 
people about other normal people: they think him positive 
in some ways, negative in others. 
Admittedly, Jewel curses a great deal. Exactly why 
or what that means about his character we may wonder, but 
it does suggest a temper. Not counting the instances of 
his cursing but only the actual descriptions of Jewel, he 
is described by characters other than Darl negatively in 
seven chapters and positively in seven other chapters. 
Cora describes the way he troubled Addie in two of her 
narrations (19-22 and 153-54). In the latter, she says 
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that Jewel ''never loved her," and we must doubt the 
accuracy of her opinion (153). Dewey Dell also calls 
Jewel ''not care-kin" ( 23) , while Vardaman shows how 
Vardaman ignores Anse (89). Vardaman makes no judgment 
about the incident, however. Anse also says that Jewel 
should not bring the horse when he comments on the 
incident, but he does little more than comment (93). 
Cash offers perhaps the most insightful comments on 
Jewel, even if they are negative. He says "Jewel is too 
hard" on Darl, then adds that Jewel seemed within his 
rights after the barn burning, since "in a sense it was 
the value of the horse Darl tried to burn up" (216). 
still, he comments that Jewel's insistence on saving Addie 
from the river may have been "going against God in a way'' 
(216). Of course, it was Addie's wish that Jewel 
fulfilled, and perhaps cash indicts Jewel only for being 
too loyal or too literal. Either way, his indictment is 
soft, as he quickly says that Darl had no reason for 
burning the barn. Similarly soft is Cash's comment that 
Jewel is impatient for Anse to return (240). We might 
expect such impatience from someone who had no reason or 
desire to be in town other than to bury Addie. 
So while some narrators see some of the negative or 
unfeeling aspects of Jewel's character, their adverse 
criticism seems very muted. Other than Cora, who never 
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suffers Jewel gladly, none of the descriptions is nearly 
so devastating as Darl's. On the other hand, the positive 
descriptions of Jewel occur frequently in chapters other 
than Darl's, especially in narrations by the more 
impartial characters. Tull and Vardaman suggest Jewel 
looks stylish, perhaps even handsome. Tull quotes Kate 
saying, "I reckon there's more gals than one around here 
that dont want to see Jewel tied down. Well, they needn'
t 
to worry" (30). Vardaman also suggests his brother has a 
fashion sense like Macgowan's: "Jewel's head is slick 
sometimes" (233). We know from Darl that Jewel has 
recently had a haircut (35), and we hear that Anse looks 
like a dandy "with his hair combed wet and slick" (240). 
Jewel seems to be a ladies' man, a favorable impression 
that we do not hear directly from Darl. 
Tull also shows how Jewel saves the wagon, a 
demonstration of Jewel's heroics that Darl avoids (140). 
Other narrators who seem fairly impartial also describe 
Jewel or his actions in positive terms. Samson cites his 
argument with Jewel over paying for extra oats for the 
latter's horse. Samson refuses to accept money, but Jewel
 
insists that he pay so his horse is not "beholden to no 
man" {102). Since Jewel shows that he wants to pay for 
his horse's board, we should admire Jewel for avoiding the
 
dependence on charity into which Anse has fallen. We also
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hear of Jewel's noble actions from Armstid, who reports 
how Jewel searches for someone to doctor Cash (171), then 
how he takes off with his horse and completes Anse's deal 
(177-79). Although Armstid thinks Jewel has left the 
family for good, he blames him neither for running away 
with the horse nor for running after he gives Snopes the 
horse. Jewel acts nobly to make Anse's word good; the 
choice of the direction they take toward Jefferson is 
Anse's. 
Finally, Dewey Dell and Addie also suggest positive 
sides to Jewel's character. Dewey Dell says that Addie 
may wait for Jewel to return before she really dies, a 
statement that hints at the good qualities of Jewel that 
Addie must feel (54). Addie also says that Jewel's birth 
ends the "wild blood," leaving "only the milk, warm and 
calm, and I lying calm in the slow silence, getting ready 
to clean my house" {162). In spite--or maybe because--of 
the circumstances of his conception, Jewel provides a 
calming influence for his mother that suggests higher 
qualities, contrary to the baseness of his character that 
Darl's narrations imply. 
***** 
So we have seen how Darl's narrations show an 
unfeeling, violent robot. Darl suggests that Jewel cares 
so little for Addie that he defiles her body by keeping it 
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out in the open air, even though Anse and Dewey Dell are 
the prime motivators for the trip to Jefferson. But we 
have also seen how Darl emphasizes Jewel's violence and 
perhaps even lies about it. And we have seen how Darl 
attempts to make himself look good and Jewel look bad in 
comparison. Finally, a look at Darl's terms for 
describing Jewel shows his inabilitity to discrim-
inate between Jewel and such objects as a lantern or a 
cow's tail. Few other characters show Jewel in the same 
terms, and most give a varied, perhaps predominantly 
positive view of him, suggesting that ladies like him, 
that he wants to pay his own way, that he helps his 
family, and that he calms his mother. 
But in reviewing the negative and the positive~ 
descriptions other characters give Jewel, we would be 
remiss not to mention those few times that characters 
describe him in the same terms that Darl uses. Using the 
terms analyzed above, Dewey Dell also calls Jewel "made 
out of wood" (108) and twice says that he looks "straight 
ahead'' (106 and 108). Cash says that Jewel has "hard 
white eyes" (218), much as Darl has described. Lastly, 
Tull says Jewel's "face is kind of green, then it would go 
red and then green again" (111), then goes "red and green 
then red" (112). Whether we accept or deny the mixed way 
narrators other than Darl show Jewel, we cannot deny these 
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examples of terms suggesting his unfeeling nature or 
apparent anger. 
Or can we? As we will see, a very real possibility 
exists for some of these descriptions that does not 
discount the theory that Darl's slanted opinion is the 
primary influence on how we see Jewel. But before we do 
that, let us look at an example of how Darl shows his 
hatred for his brother, a hatred that lies at the root of 
the negative descriptions of him. 
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CHAPTER II 
As we have seen in the last chapter, Darl clearly 
shows Jewel as a type of unfeeling yet violent character. 
Darl also fails to discriminate in his references, making 
his picture of his brother hazy at best, unreliable at 
worst. Other characters show Jewel as more human, and 
they use examples that suggest both positive and negative 
attributes. But why does Darl create such an image for 
his brother? If we believe he hates Jewel, how do we know 
of his hatred for a fact? After all, Darl may taunt 
Jewel, but taunting may suggest little about his true 
feelings. In this chapter, we will see an example of how 
Darl demonstrates his hatred for his brother in a way that 
no critic has yet considered: that Darl not only planned 
for Jewel to be away from his mother's death, but he made 
sure that he would not be there by sabotaging the wagon. 
This chapter will prove the above accusation by the 
following means: a consideration of the discussion with 
Anse over the necessity of the three dollars; a look at 
how the wagon breaks, down; an analysis of real wagons, 
wheels, and lumber of the time; and finally a view of 
suggestions from the novel itself about Vardaman, the 
river scene, and references in other novels to wagon 
wheels. 
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***** 
The most striking example of Darl's hatred of Jewel 
occurs early in the novel, in only the fifth chapter. As 
we have seen, Jewel rarely shows anything like warmth for 
another individual. All of his acts are vigorous, even 
violent. Though he wears his temper on his too-short 
sleeves, he never shows a feeling we might take for love 
or caring. But just because he does not show his affec-
tion does not mean he does not have any. According to 
Cross, ''Mother and son stand together in their arrogant, 
fierce determination to outwit death, to avoid sacrifice, 
and to destroy communion" {Cross 256). Swiggart finds 
Jewel's devotion to Addie ''genuine'' (Swiggart 112). And 
for Backman, "The love b'etween Addie and Jewel was the 
central fact of Addie Bundren's life" (Backman 59). 
Jewel demonstrates his love for his mother in his own 
narration in a way we might expect from a strong-willed, 
uneducated young man: as her personal, violent hero. 
Angry with Cash for sawing wood for her coffin right 
outside her window, he wonders if his oldest brother hopes 
for her to die quickly. He even chastises Dewey Dell for 
fanning "so fast on her face that when you're tired you 
cant breathe it" (13). He wishes it would ''just be me and 
her on a high hill and me rolling the rocks down the hill 
at their faces" {14). He would protect her from the 
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morbidly curious and gossipy neighbors. 
Though Jewel does not have the opportunity to do 
that, we understand that he might if no one else was 
around. Simply put, Jewel refuses to let down his tough-
guy defenses. Perhaps he is compensating for the 
"peakling" way he acted when he was young (16). Whatever 
the reason, Jewel's need to prove his toughness will not 
let him admit to wanting to stay near Addie when she 
approaches death. Dewey Dell seems to sense his desire to 
be there, as she questions Darl's reasons for taking Jewel 
away (24). 
No one exploits Jewel's defenses as much as Dar!, who 
at the same time exploits Anse's desire for extra cash. 
Immediately after Jewel's confession, perhaps even at the 
same time, Darl tries to convince Anse that the family 
needs the three dollars he and Jewel can earn by trans-
porting a load of lumber. Although reluctant, Anse 
finally agrees, only after Dar! says they will be back 
before sundown the next day (18). Anse later curses his 
luck for ''being put to the need of that three dollars'' 
(33), as he sees the rain approaching faster than he 
expected. 
We might suspect that Anse believes the rain will 
approach harder and faster than he admits and that his 
greed caused the delay in burial of Addie. But he likely 
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did not expect the storm to approach so suddenly, since he 
seems genuinely surprised by the force of its approach as 
he sits on the porch in the "late afternoon" (Volpe 378) 
after Peabody orders him out of his way {33). Anse seems 
angry at the rain, that it is ''a-shutting down behind 
(Darland Jewel] like a wall, shutting down betwixt them 
and my given promise. I do the best I can, much as I can 
get my mind on anything, but durn them boys" (31). 
Peabody admits to not knowing the storm's force until "it 
got far enough into the day for me to read weather sign" 
{37). Although we do not know when the brothers left, 
they are certainly well on their way before anyone sees 
the true power of the storm. 
Yet they may know of the approach of rain, even if 
they do not know how bad it will be. Darl thinks, "It is 
going to rain before morning. Maybe before dark," 
apparently while Anse is considering whether the trip 
should be made, as Jewel concurrently harnesses the team 
(10) and is ready to leave when he approaches the porch 
{15). But Darl says he wants to leave immediately "'so we 
can get there and get a load on before dark'" (16). He 
forces Anse to decide quickly so they can accomplish this 
goal. And they do accomplish it, as while Darl waits for 
sleep he ''can hear the rain shaping the wagon that is 
ours, the load that is no longer theirs that felled it nor 
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yet theirs that bought it and which is not ours either, 
lie on our wagon though it does" (72). 
Exactly when the wagon breaks down is unclear. They 
have certainly loaded it and are on the road when it 
breaks down, the same day they have left. Volpe suggests 
that Darland Jewel load the wagon and drive along until 
"the rains have made the road bad, and the wagon tilts 
into a ditch." Then they find a place to stay for the 
night, all on the day and night of Addie's death {Volpe 
378). Darl narrates Jewel's attempts to fix it 
concurrently with Addie's death scene (44-48). Since his 
section is linked by Addie's call for Cash to the 
preceding section, narrated by Peabody (42-43), we know 
Addie's death and the breakdown of the wagon take place 
late in the afternoon. Further evidence that links the 
late afternoon to the death and breakdown is shown by 
Peabody's note that "the sun has gone down behind a bank 
of black cloud like a topheavy mountain range" {37) and 
Darl's similar description that "Overhead the day drives 
level and gray, hiding the sun by a flight of gray spears'' 
while Jewel tries to lift the broken wagon wheel (45). 
We know then that Darl accomplishes his goal of 
getting the wagon loaded and underway before the rain has 
fully set in, at least before it has touched the Bundren 
house or its environs. The rain has overtaken the wagon 
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by the time it breaks, however. But what really causes it 
to break? Though Volpe suggests that the wagon falls in a 
ditch because of the bad road, his suggestion implies that 
Jewel's driving is horrible for him not to drive more 
carefully on the road. On the contrary, Jewel would not 
want to be sidetracked in getting back to Addie, and he 
would be especially wary of the poor road conditions. 
Even though Jewel does not drive the wagon again, he does 
harness the team to get underway and we know him to be an 
expert enough horseman to control an otherwise uncontrol-
lable horse. Rain continues through much more of the 
story, and no wheels are broken at other times, suggesting 
that weather conditions have little to do with wheels 
breaking. The wagon falls off a ford in a river--a 
collapse far worse than falling in a ditch, even without 
the lumber--yet when recovered the wheels are "chocked" 
carefully and the wagon and its cargo seem unharmed {143). 
So if neither weather nor falls seem to have a 
violent effect on the wagon at any other time in the 
novel, may we question that they are the cause of the 
breakdown at the ditch as well? We know that Darl had 
promised Anse that he and Jewel would be home by the end 
of the next day. We also know that he wanted Jewel along 
to help load, as he tells Dewey Dell. But he also tells 
her that Addie will die before they return (24). We might 
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take his knowledge of Addie's death for his clairvoyance, 
but if just that, why would he push to leave so early? No 
examples of Darl's precognitive abilities, varied though 
they are, show that he knows the exact time of future 
events, even if he does predict the action of those events 
accurately. He is even unsure when the rain will start. 
Darl understands that Addie will die, but he does not know 
that she will do so that day. Instead, he needs a way to 
make sure that she will not be alive when they return; and 
the only way to be sure she is dead is to make the journey 
last longer than Jewel expects. Darl sabotages the wagon 
so Jewel has no hope of seeing Addie at her moment of 
death, and he does so in a way hidden for years to critics 
and other careful readers alike: he removes a spoke from 
one wheel, insuring that the wheel will break. 
***** 
Knowing that the rain will begin sometime soon but 
unsure when, Darl forces Anse to let them leave as soon as 
possible. In that way he can be sure that the wagon will 
be loaded before the rain has set in badly that evening 
(16). Also, Darl can be sure that the wagon will be some 
distance from the loading point, so that any spare wheels 
at that place may not be used. As the rain sets in 
strongly, it causes the lumber to become "water-soaked and 
heavy as lead'' as he admits it to be ( 4 5) • The only 
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problem with the wagon that we learn of is the "broken 
wheel'' with its "shattered spokes'' (45). Darl and Jewel 
come home to get "a new wheel,'' Tull reports, not to get a 
new axle or other parts that might break in such a fall 
(82). But if Darl removed a spoke before they left, the 
force on that wheel would become stronger and stronger as 
the rain continued. It would be a natural breaking point, 
especially on a rough road. Eventually, one strong bump 
would break that wheel alone, sending wagon and all into 
the ditch. 
Wagons of the type Anse might have used and the wood 
they might have carried further suggest the likelihood of 
such a sequence of events. The one-horse farm wagon, a 
likely model that Anse may have used from the time he 
courted Addie until her death, could easily have held 
Addie or whatever else the Bundrens hauled. One could 
convert the one-horse wagon to a two-horse or two-mule 
wagon, as we know Anse has done, with a simple change in 
shaft (Rittenhouse 68). According to Rittenhouse, such 
wagons were typical of the ones built in the 1800s and 
early 1900s (Rittenhouse 1) • Brown agrees: ''In spite of 
superficial variations, farm wagons are basically much 
alike" (Brown 209). A wagon most likely similar to Anse's 
had a bed nine feet long and 46 inches wide and could 
probably haul a bit more than a half-ton (Rittenhouse 55). 
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It would carry family members and the coffin, and the 
roughly foot-high sides would hide Addie's body from 
Samson, who remarked only that "They had something in the 
wagon" (99). 
That wagon had wheels 40 and 44 inches wide, with the 
larger ones in back (Rittenhouse 55). According to Brown, 
"The wheels have wooden spokes joined to a projecting 
metal-bound hub at the center and to a wooden rim'' 
(209-10). More than a dozen spokes for those wheels would 
probably be 14 and 16 inches long, respectively, if not 
slightly longer, based on my measurement of 
wagon wheel. And according to Spivey, that 
an existing 
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wheel size and 
the size of those spokes were about average for farm wagon 
wheels available through a 1909 Ohio hardware company 
catalogue (Spivey 98). Certainly Anse's would not differ 
greatly. Brown notes that a wagon spoke could be "up to 
2' long'' and was generally made of hickory (Brown 210), 
and Spivey agrees that spokes were made typically of 
either hickory or oak (Spivey 105). Faulkner refers to 
both white oak (128) and pines (10, 56, 95, and 107) in 
the novel, although he makes no reference by name to 
hickory or plain oak. As Faulkner likened the fictional 
Jefferson to his home of Oxford, if sometimes altered 
slightly (Brown 235-36), we might wonder how similar to 
the real northern Mississippi is his description of trees 
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in As I Lay Dying. 
According to Little, writing for the Audubon Society, 
"southern yellow pines" are prevalent in Mississippi 
(Little 287-91), as is ''pignut hickory'' (Little 347-48) 
and a large number of oaks including white oak (Little 
382-409). Brown reports that Faulkner refers to one of 
the southern yellow pines, long-leaf, in the essay 
"Mississippi'' (Brown 123) ; hickory in Sartoris, Light in 
August, and Go Down, Moses (Brown 102); and blackjack oak, 
pin oak, and water oak in several other writings (Brown 
32, 149, and 212). Of the above, Little notes that pignut 
hickory ''was formerly used for wagon wheels'' (Little 348). 
As Spivey says that either oak or hickory would most 
likely be used for the spokes, Little finds the same woods 
in Mississippi, and Faulkner uses the woods in his 
• • • 
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writings, that these were the woods used in Anse's wagon's 
wheel spokes seems certain. And both of these woods, with 
age and weather, would likely be extremely brittle by the 
time of the story. According to the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture, hickory in particular is only ''slightly'' 
resistant to heartwood decay (Forest Products Laboratory 
Wood Handbook, 3:22). The wood would decompose, and the 
weight of the lumber combined with the absence of one 
spoke would put particular stress on the sabotaged wheel. 
Considering those same woods as likely candidates for 
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the wood Darland Jewel hauled, we again find that such 
lumber supports the theory that Darl carefully planned for 
the wagon wheel to break. White oak and southern yellow 
pine both would appear yellow when wet, as they are light 
brown when dry (Forest Products Laboratory Wood Handbook, 
3:6 and 3:8). Darl tells us that the wood in the broken 
wagon ''gleams dull yellow, water-soaked" ( 45). If a load 
of either oak or pine were placed in the wagon and filled 
it almost to capacity, then became "heavy as lead'' in the 
rain (45), the wheels would be near their breaking point. 
But they would not break, as the stress on four whole 
wheels would hold the wagon's weight distributed evenly, 
no matter what the weight of the load. If the load was 
too much for one wheel, it would be too much for two or 
more. Only if one wheel was damaged would one wheel 
break. 
We must add, as mentioned earlier, the timing of the 
trip as another signal that Darl fixed Jewel's wagon. The 
weight of the load would gradually get heavier as the wood 
soaked up the rain. As Darl planned for them to be loaded· 
before dark (16) and as he thought it would rain "Maybe 
before dark" (10), Darl must have counted on the rain to 
gradually add weight to the lumber. When the moisture 
content of a cubic foot of white oak is at 15 per cent, an 
extra pound must be added to the weight of the same wood 
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when dry; when those measurements are applied to yellow 
pine like longleaf, three pounds are added (Forest 
Products Laboratory Wood: A Manual, 31). As the example 
of the Rittenhouse wagon noted above could hold about 35 
cubic feet of volume (if the sides are only one foot 
high), a change in water weight would add from 35 (for 
oak) to 105 pounds (for pine) extra weight to an already 
filled wagon. And that adds nothing for the weight of the
 
wagon bed itself, which would surely be a substantial 
amount. In short, the longer the wagon stayed uncovered 
in the rain, the heavier it became; the heavier it became, 
the more likely it was to break a wheel if that wheel was 
already weakened. 
***** 
But even though we might have reason to suspect 
Darl's behavior, as well as reason to suspect that he 
might have rigged the wheel to break, we have little proof
 
that he physically removed a spoke. We lack proof, that 
is, until we look at a seemingly unrelated section of the 
narration. In the following pages we will see how 
Faulkner craftily provided us with a key to solving the 
puzzle of Darl's journey for lumber. And that key begins 
with a look at the actions of Vardaman. 
Immediately after Vardaman sees his mother die, the 
''color draining from his face," he races out of the house 
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and down to the barn (45 and 49). According to his own 
narration, he calls Peabody '''The fat son of a bitch''' 
(49), and he clearly thinks the doctor caused his mother's 
death. Even though she was dying before that, the boy 
does not understand; he sees only that shortly after 
Peabody arrived his mother dies, and for him the linkage 
is without question. Desperate to get even, he attacks 
Peabody's horses with a stick, sending them reeling and 
running off (50-51). 
Rooks says the incident shows ''that no one has taken 
the time to instruct Vardaman in conventional guidelines 
of childhood behavior" (Rooks 146). For Bleikasten the 
scene suggests that he is ''steeped in emotion and 
imagination'' and only beginning to move toward rational 
thinking (Bleikasten 98). Brooks finds Vardaman 
''suffering from traumatic shock'' (Brooks 14 7). The battle 
in early criticism questioned whether Vardaman is just a 
small, confused boy or, as Roberts comments, a complete 
idiot (Roberts 26). But few critics comment on the scene 
with the horses, and no critics see the real reason for 
the stick: it is really the missing spoke! 
From his testimony, Vardaman suggests that he knew 
where the stick was, as he says he now "cannot find it" 
when he enters the barn (50). He leaves the stall after 
touching Jewel's horse, but he is still in the barn when 
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he first looks for the stick (50). Whether Vardaman saw 
Darl cut the spoke, we do not know, although he implies it 
by his comments. That he would tag along with his older 
brother before he goes fishing is not unlikely, as 
suggested by the way he asks Darl questions later in the 
novel. He watches himself, as he continues looking: "Then 
I find it in the wagon shed, in the dust, and I run across 
the lot and into the road, the stick jouncing on my 
shoulder" {50). Where else but in the wagon shed would he 
find a spoke in the sawdust, cut at the hub and rim so as 
to be unnoticed by Jewel, who surely would have replaced a 
broken wheel before they left? Only with a cleanly cut 
spoke would Darl's actions be disguised to a quick glance 
by Jewel, and only if the spoke were removed would the 
capacity for stress on the wheel be greatly reduced. 
The spoke would still be long enough to "jounce" on 
the young boy's shoulder, even allowing for a bit to be 
lost in the hub and rim when cut. After all, no matter 
what age we consider Vardaman, he carries ''a fish nigh 
P--_,I 
long as he is," suggesting that he is still very small 
(26). And as the wheels were aging and weathered, so was 
the spoke Darl cut out. The spoke would be similarly 
brittle and break as even a small boy hit the horses {50). 
Surely a newer, stronger stick would stand to Vardaman's 
blows. 
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And the length of that stick gives us another clue 
that it is really a spoke. Only once does Vardaman_ say 
the stick breaks (50), although he refers to this stick 
later as "broken down to my hand, not longer than stove 
wood that was a long stick" (51). As the length of the 
original spoke was about 15-18 inches if taken from a back 
wheel, minus the parts still in the hub and rim, a broken 
spoke could have been only a few inches shorter than that 
and still be considered smaller than stove wood. Accor-
ding to Vivian, today's typical length for stove wood is 
12 inches (Vivian 314). Brown defines stove wood as "wood 
cut and split into lengths of about 15'' and a thickness 
of about 2'' ... for throwing it would be grasped by one 
end, as one grasps the handle of a hammer" (Brown 190-91). 
So clearly the spoke, whether broken off a few inches or 
even in half, would fit Vardaman's description perfectly. 
Like the stove wood, which Brown notes may be held 
like a hammer, Faulkner used similar images in other 
novels to describe the use of spokes. Brown calls a wagon 
spoke "a formidable weapon, being a heavy piece of 
seasoned wood ..• easy to grip at the rim-end and heavier at 
the hub-end,'' and notes its use as a weapon in The Hamlet 
and The Mansion (Brown 210). What better to use to hit 
horses than such a spoke, since almost any other stick 
wielded by a small boy would probably break off before the 
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horses would? 
***** 
But we must admit that our evidence is still 
circumstantial. That someone tampered with the wagon in 
such a way and that tampering caused one wheel to break we 
may now see. Also, that Vardaman hit the horses with a 
spoke is more than likely. Yet that Darl cut the spoke 
out of the wagon is still in need of proof. And that Darl 
was the culprit explains his motivation and gives clear 
proof that he hated his brother enough to give us readers 
a biased impression of him. As this chapter concludes, we 
will see that not only did Darl give several suggestions 
in his narrations of his own guilt in regard to the 
missing spoke, but also that critics have noted that 
Faulkner has used such types of imagery and actions in 
other novels as well. 
The real connection between Darland the act of 
removing the spoke remains nebulous in spite of Darl's 
comments. Darl never says that he sawed the spoke or that 
he sawed at all. Yet with all of Cash's sawing when 
building the coffin, Darl refers to the word ''saw'' as the 
tool or the act of the tool by far the most: 26 times, 
compared to nine by all other characters combined {Capps 
285). Darl says "saw" once as the novel opens (4), 10 
times at the scene of Addie's deaths (43-48), eight times 
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while Cash finishes the coffin in the rain (67-69), and 
seven times while they gather the tools that have fallen 
into the river (143-48). His fascination with the saw and 
the act of sawing is well-defined, as references point to 
the continuous motion of the saw (68), the sleeping and 
coffin it suggests (46 and 67), the illumination it 
provides (43), and the "thin thread of fire running along 
the edge of the saw" (67). The saw becomes a suggestion 
of the constant flow of time and the trouble coming to 
terms with the cessation of time that we may point to as a 
major theme in the novel. 
The reference to the edge of the saw is especially 
enlightening, since Darl is the only character to refer to 
Cash's '''saw-set''' in his narration ( 14 9) . Al though it is 
Jewel who mentions the saw-set, the way Darl uses it in 
his chapter is especially interesting. It is the last 
tool that they search for, and the mention of it all but 
ends the chapter. As Jewel and Tull step into the river 
to look for it, Darl says "From here they do not appear to 
violate the surface at all; it is as though it had severed 
them both at a single blow" (148). Perhaps the reference 
is a memory of the cutting of the spoke itself. Immedi-
ately afterward Darl considers how "the clotting which is 
you had dissolved into the myriad original motion, and 
seeing and hearing in themselves blind and deaf; fury in 
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itself quiet with stagnation" (149-50). Though Darl was 
able to satisfy his fury before by causing Jewel to miss 
the death of his mother, he is unable to stop his brother 
from saving her at the river. At this point, the effect 
Darl has on his brother dissolves, as Jewel has proven 
himself the hero of his family. 
But the reference may also suggest the simple fact 
that no one finds the saw-set. We hear nothing of it 
again. Neither did we see Cash put it in his tool box 
when packing up after finishing the coffin (72). Brown 
defines it as "a device for setting the angle of the bent 
teeth accurately and uniformly" (Brown 169). Darl may 
very well have used Cash's saw and then made sure Cash 
would not know by straightening out the teeth out again. 
Had Cash seen that his saw had been used, he might have 
asked Jewel why, making Jewel suspicious. Even had they 
found the saw-set in the river, Darl may just have felt 
uneasy about using it or the saw. Either way, the passage
 
strongly suggests a reason for a saw-set to be introduced,
 
if only we understand that reason. 
***** 
That Faulkner would have considered the references to 
saws or even the possibility of sabotage by cutting a 
spoke out of a wheel is of course a question we can never
 
answer. That he might have thought about the possibility 
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we cannot discount. In 1912 Faulkner's father bought a 
hardware store that advertised wagons and buggies for sale 
(Blotner 150). The Faulkner family also owned a livery 
stable that advertised hauling (Blotner 79). The store 
sat at the southwest corner of the square, ironically the 
place where the Bundrens may have considered buying a 
shovel (218). Faulkner may have intended that reference 
as a private joke for his Oxford neighbors, but it implies 
that he was thinking of the store when he wrote the novel. 
That he had some idea of wagons and hauling we cannot 
question. 
Faulkner also had few qualms about using symbols 
having to do with wheels in his writings. As Kerr notes, 
Oxford was itself called "The Hub City of North Missis-
sippi" because it contained radiating highways, and that 
in many Faulkner novels, all roads lead to Jefferson (Kerr 
34). She continues that several of his writings suggest 
wheels and spokes: the short story "Shall Not Perish" 
calls Frenchman's Bend a hub spoking out in all directions 
and Gavin Stevens in The Town says that Jefferson is tied 
to the rest of the county "as is the rim to the hub by its 
spokes" {Kerr 33-34). In her opinion, Gavin's description 
of ''the wheel of which Jefferson is the hub is broken or 
unfinished, the spokes not radiating around a full 
circle," perhaps suggesting the imperfection of life (Kerr 
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35) • 
Other critics have noted wheel imagery in Faulkner's 
works, particularly in connection to Hightower in Light in 
August. Millgate summarizes Litvin's comments (originally 
in Hebrew, I believe) that the novel "explores the 
relationship between the wagon wheel image, seen as a 
central symbol, and the presentation of the major 
characters, seen as roughly divided between those who take 
a dynamic view of reality and those for whom reality is 
static" (Millgate 124). Bidney suggests some of the 
relationships to Schopenhauer and the "Ixion wheel" and 
the wheel of Hightower (Bidney 447-59). That Faulkner 
considered the wheel important in that work, we can 
strongly infer. 
And that the wagon-wheel image arises in As I Lay 
Dying we can also see. According to Darl, the sign for 
New Hope Church "wheels up like a motionless hand lifted 
above the profound desolation of the ocean; beyond it the 
red road lies like a spoke of which Addie Bundren is the 
rim. It wheels past, empty, unscarred" (95). The road, 
on the other hand, is scarred by their wheel-marks. We do 
not have to venture far in the dangerous realm of 
symbolism to see that if the road is a spoke and Addie a 
rim for a wheel, removing the spo~e will collapse the rim. 
In other words, when Darl takes out a spoke, he stops the 
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wagon's progress, literally cutting off the road. Surely 
Darl cuts off the road for Jewel to return to see his 
mother die, and Darl also likely wants to break off the 
family's movement to Jefferson as well. That Darl 
suggests as much here is the nearest thing to a confession 
of any of Darl's mischief anywhere in the novel. 
Other suggestions from Darland other characters 
further seal the case against him. An odd reference 
appears in Jewel's narration to "when pa laid sick with 
that load of wood fell on him" (14). Although in the same 
\ 
sentence Jewel refers to Cash's falling off the roof (13), 
we hear of Cash's accident at several other times in the 
novel. Yet never again, according to my reading, do we 
hear of the wood falling on Anse. In fact, we learn that 
Anse never does any hard work and has not since long 
before Jewel was born (15). Why, then, was Anse close 
enough to the load of wood for it to fall on him? Again, 
as no other reference occurs to the incident, we can do 
little with it. But because Darl does not comment on 
it--and because the similarities between it and the wagon 
load falling seem strong--we must wonder whether Darl had 
anything to do with the wood falling on Anse. 
Finally, we know that Jewel did not see anything 
wrong with the wagon wheel when they left to do the 
hauling. Perhaps the point of Darl's initial taunts was 
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to distract Jewel from noticing the missing spoke (35-36). 
But after the break in the wheel, Dewey Dell reports that 
Jewel rides on his horse "beside the back wheel" (106); 
then when they are entering Jefferson, Jewel "sets his 
foot on the turning hub of the rear wheel, one hand 
grasping the stanchion, and with the hub turning smoothly 
under his sole he lifts the other foot and squats there" 
(214). We may understand why Jewel wants to stay apart 
from his family, but the place where he rides is most 
interesting. Why stay by the rear wheel or even on the 
rear wheel if he wanted to stay apart from the family? He 
might just as well walk ahead or behind the wagon. 
No, Jewel protects the wagon wheel, knowing that 
somehow something happened to it before and that perhaps 
Darl was responsible. Darl hates his brother so much that 
Jewel is never sure what Darl will do. We as readers must 
recognize Darl's bias toward his brother and understand 
why we should mistrust his narration. But as to how much 
he is unreliable, as well as how to account for the 
descriptions by others of Jewel in terms similar to the 
ones used by Darl, we must still consider. In the next 
chapter we will use the best method of determining how 
accurate Darl's descriptions really are: a review of the 
moments when chapters overlap, when the same scene or 
quotations are duplicated by another character. After we 
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consider those sections, chapter IV will offer a solution 
to the problem of descriptions similar to Darl's. 
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CHAPTER III 
The preceding chapters have shown how Darl's opinions 
have colored our perceptions of Jewel. Darl hates his 
brother so much that he causes the wagon to break so that 
Jewel will be away from his mother as she dies. We also 
have seen how Darl's supposedly accurate narrations seem 
biased when he describes Jewel. Yet we must now question 
just how accurate Darl's narrations really are. Even if he 
has a special fixation on one character, he may very well 
be a completely accurate narrator. According to Wagner, 
"we learn immediately to trust him" and "Darl takes no 
sides on the issues he sees embodied in the events he 
records so accurately. He is detached, able to record 
objectively" {Wagner 63 and 71). 
Brooks finds Darl "the representative intelligence of 
the novel and the mouthpiece of the author" {Brooks 145). 
And Roberts says that ''Darl is portrayed as the sane and 
sensible individual pitted against a world of backwoods, 
confused, violent, and shiftless Bundrens," although no 
critic seems to agree with Roberts on Darl's sanity 
{Roberts 33). But some ways exist for us to determine 
just how much we may rely on Darl for accurate testimony. 
This chapter will analyze the reliability of Darland 
other characters as narrators through an analysis of 
overlaps between chapters. By looking closely at these 
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moments, we will see that major questions regarding Darl's 
reporting abound, especially as that reporting relates to 
Jewel. 
At times, characters overlap in their narrations, as 
could be expected in 59 chapters. We will define an 
overlap as a moment when the same action or dialogue 
occurs in two or more adjacent or close chapters. This 
definition does not include the times the tense of 
. ,., 
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sections is in the past or when the future is revealed. 
For example, Cora remarks that the river is too high to 
cross long before Addie dies {21); Tull describes how 
Jewel and Darl return with the wagon before we see them 
return (82); and Cash refers to the new Mrs. Bundren 
before they have met her (218), and then mentions sitting 
around listening to her graphophone, again before they 
have been introduced (241-42). Since some of these 
examples--such as Cash's comments on evenings with the 
graphophone--cannot be corroborated, questioning their 
accuracy is pointless. Yet when two or more characters 
report the same situation, we may see how some of the 
differences in descriptions offer a key to the reliability 
and special interests of the narrators, especially those 
of Darl. 
According to my investigation, narrations overlap 13 
times based on the definition above, as outlined below 
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with pages of the entire chapter in parentheses: 
Darl (9-12) and Jewel {13-14); 
Cora (19-22) and Dewey Dell (23-24); 
Dewey Dell (23-24) and Darl {35-36); 
Anse (31-34) and Peabody (37-42); 
Peabody (37-42) and Darl (43-48); 
Darl (43-48) and Dewey Dell (53-58); 
Vardaman (49-52) and Dewey Dell (53-58); 
Cash (86) and Darl {87-88); 
Vardaman (89-90) and Darl (91-92); 
Darl (127-35), Vardaman (136-37), and Tull (138-41); 
Darl {195-96) and Vardaman (197-200); 
Macgowan (224-31) and Vardaman (232-34); 
Darl (235-36) and Cash (239-42). 
These narrations differ in three important ways that will 
form the organization of this chapter: quotations differ, 
usually slightly; quotations are added to one section that 
do not appear in the other; and the same scenes or 
physical action are described differently. As the chapter 
concludes, we will again assess the reliability of Darl as 
narrator. 
***** 
Although the ways quotations differ are relatively 
slight, they are certainly worth mentioning, especially 
since the two overlaps both involve Darl. They include 
two by cash (86) and Darl (87-88) and two by Darl (195-96) 
and Vardaman {197-200). In the first, Cash and Darl both 
describe the loading of the coffin onto the wagon. Cash 
quotes Jewel as saying, "'Pick up! Pick up, goddamn your 
thick-nosed soul to hell, pick up!''' (86), yet Darl quotes 
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only up to the word w 1 soul,'" not including "'to hell, 
pick up'" (87). I will not attempt interpreting the 
reasons why Darl does not include "'hell,'" although some 
critics might. I cite the passage only to note that since 
both had their hands on the coffin with Jewel (87), both 
had to hear every word he said, especially as the lines 
are exclamations. At least one of the narrators is 
without question reporting inaccurately or incompletely. 
The other difference in quotations occurs when Darl 
and Vardaman describe the same scene of giving water to 
Cash. The scene cannot be different, even if the 
quotations are. Darl cites the quotations as follows: 
"I'm obliged," Cash said. "It feels 
fine." 
Dewey Dell wipes his face with the hem 
of her dress. 
"See if you can get some sleep," we say. 
"She," Cash says. "I'm right obliged. 
It feels fine now." (196) 
But even though Vardaman quotes the same lines, his 
narration is different: 
"I feel fine," Cash says. "I'm obliged 
to you." 
"Try to get some sleep," we say. 
"I feel fine," Cash says. "I'm obliged 
to you." (198) 
That Vardaman does not include Darl's description of Dewey 
Dell's gesture is not particularly controversial, since 
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Darl seems to have a special interest in reporting her 
gestures. But the difference in the quotations themselves 
would not be expected. And little reason seems to present 
• 
itself for these differences. Though one or both of the 
narrators could be narrating the events in the past, even 
the tense suggests that they are narrating in the present. 
As Darland Vardaman both give Cash water (as both say 
"we") they could not have heard different words. Another 
possibility, that Faulkner just wanted some variety in his 
text, does not hold up either. He does not repeat the 
episode of hearing Addie in the coffin, since only 
Vardaman reports what they hear from her (197). If he was 
struggling for variety here, why would he include a second 
version of the episode at all? No, the narrator's 
reliability must be questioned above all else. 
***** 
The second type of overlaps, when quotations appear 
in one chapter but not in another, involve Darl three out 
of six times. Those that do not directly involve him 
include Cora (19-22) and Dewey Dell (23-24); Anse (31-34) 
and Peabody (37-42); and Macgowan (224-36) and Vardaman 
(232-34). Others involving Darl include: Peabody (37-42) 
and Darl (43-48); Vardaman (89-90) and Darl (91-92); and 
Darl (195-96) and Vardaman (197-200). Some of these cases 
are questionable, since characters give partial excuses 
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for the differences. 
One of the clearest cases of a difference in 
quotations that is explained by a character occurs between 
Cora and Dewey Dell. Cora says that in response to Dewey 
Dell's question to Darl, Darl ''didn't answer. He just 
stood and looked at his dying mother, his heart too full 
I 
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J for words'' (22). Yet we know that Darl does respond to 
her question saying, "' She is going to die''' before they 
return, and that he wants Jewel to "help me load" (24). 
According to Dewey Dell, the addition of these quotations 
is caused by his or her clairvoyance, because "he told me 
that ma is going to die without words," which may mean 
this passage (24). But clearly the two narrators 
disagree, and we must decide whether we believe that Darl 
and Dewey Dell communicated telepathically or that Darl 
really could not speak. 
The two other overlaps not involving Darl where 
quotations are added to one chapter but not another show 
the special interests of characters particularly well. As 
Anse sits on the porch shortly before Addie dies, he 
remembers telling Peabody that he never sent for the 
doctor, suggesting that he is too cheap to pay for one 
l 
(33). While Peabody does not report that passage, he does 
report his climb up the hill, his walk to the house, and 
his entrance into the house (37-39). Peabody seems more 
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reliable, but again we have a question, as he opens his 
chapter "Anse finally sent for me of his own accord," in 
contrast to Anse's denial that he wanted Peabody to come. 
Macgowan's and Vardaman's chapters overlap when Dewey 
Dell returns to the drugstore for her "cure." According 
to Macgowan, after he lets Dewey Dell into the store, he 
asks Vardaman what he wants: "He never said nothing, just 
looking at me" (231). But Vardaman says that his sister 
makes sure he waits once Macgowan has opened the door, and 
Vardaman asks why he cannot go in as well (233). Why 
Macgowan does not hear the boy speak is still another 
question. But this example could be explained if we 
believe the druggist did not look around or listen when he 
first opened the door; in that case, Macgowan noticed 
Vardaman only after Dewey Dell entered the store. 
Similarly, in the first example of an overlap of this 
type involving Darl, we could explain the addition of 
Dewey Dell's statement that Addie wants Jewel shortly 
before she dies {43). Peabody includes Addie's following 
call to Cash, but he does not mention the statements about 
Jewel. An easy answer to the missing comment seems to be 
that he says he steps out of the room until "A minute 
later she calls [Cash's] name, her voice harsh and strong. 
'Cash,' she says; 'you, Cash!'" (42). But when Darl 
reports the same call, he narrates: "'You, Cash,' she 
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shouts, her voice harsh, strong, and unimpaired. 'You, 
Cash!'" (43). Darl uses the same adjectives, as though he 
is reading the scene from Peabody's mind, yet without the 
wall to "impair" him. Yet we must still question whether
 
Dewey Dell really says Addie wants Jewel. Peabody's 
hearing has proven to be sharp, since he hears "Cash 
sawing for a mile before I got there" (37). If he hears 
Addie call Cash with strength, he would surely hear Dewey 
Dell through the open doorway. However, only Darl says 
Addie wants Jewel. 
As we can see, even the overlaps with apparent 
explanations may be questioned. Each narrator has his or 
her own interests and narrates with those interests in 
mind. As the family readies to leave for Jefferson, 
Vardaman narrates Anse's complaints about Cash's bringing 
his tools and Dewey Dell's supposedly bringing Cora's 
cakes (90). Vardaman makes no comment about Anse's 
statements on Jewel. But Darl reports Anse saying that 
coming in the wagon is "little enough for him to do for 
her" (91). Darl also fails to identify his sister's 
package, calling it "something wrapped square in a 
newspaper'' and ''the parcel" (91) • But Vardaman places 
Darlin the wagon when she explains to Anse that they are
 
Cora's cakes (90). Darl may be busy looking at her leg 
and clinging dress, but he certainly hears her 
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explanation. He chooses not to report it, however. 
The last example where one narrator includes a 
quotation that another does not may be the most complex. 
Darland Vardaman both narrate the scene of their 
listening to Addie inside her coffin. They then give Cash 
water, as mentioned above. Yet after Darl tells of 
hearing her ''secret and murmurous bubbling," he offers an 
interlude of argument: / ------
"Your mother was a horse, but who was your 
father, Jewel?" 
"You goddamn lying son of a bitch." 
"Dent call me that," I say. 
"You goddamn lying son of a bitch." 
"Dent you call me that, Jewel." In the 
tall moonlight his eyes look like spots of 
white paper pasted on a high small football. (195) 
More than just additional dialogue, it is spiteful and 
sets Jewel in a bad light, not only_as illegitimate but 
also as violent and hateful. Yet the companion scene in 
Vardaman's chapter does not include the argument. Both 
narrators see a cat jump down from the coffin; then 
Vardaman tells of listening to Addie (197-98) while Darl 
tells of his confrontation (195). When Vardaman finishes 
listening to Addie, Darl says they will go see Cash, as 
they do in both narrations (195-96 and 198). Since 
Vardaman says earlier that they fixed Cash's leg "this 
afternoon" (198), they are most likely giving him water 
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"after supper," as Darl mentions (195). For us to believe 
Vardaman's version--that they go to Cash immediately after 
hearing Addie--we cannot believe that Darl's argument with 
Jewel ever happened. And if it did not happen, clearly 
Darl is intentionally portraying Jewel in a biased way. 
***** 
Of the third type of overlaps, those involving the 
same scenes or physical acts repeated differently, only 
one of the six does not involve Darl narrating: Vardaman 
(49-52) and Dewey Dell (53-58). The five involving Darl 
include Darl (9-12) and Jewel {13-14); Dewey Dell (23-24) 
and Darl (35-36); Darl (43-48) and Dewey Dell (53-58); 
Darl (127-35), Vardaman {136-37), and Tull (138-41); and 
Darl (235-36) and Cash (239-42). The number of times 
Darl's reliability may be questioned seems apparent if 
only from these numbers alone. But the differences--and 
the examples of his clairvoyance--are especially important 
and worth a closer look. 
The only non-Darl example occurs when Vardaman 
describes hearing his sister call him as he hides in the 
barn by Jewel's horse. He does not quote her, but 
narrates only his name being stated (52). In Dewey Dell's 
chapter following, Anse tells her to call Vardaman. She 
says she goes toward the door but does not say she goes 
out or even calls him; she says only that she cannot find 
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him (55). Perhaps a kind of telepathy exists, but that 
possibility will be investigated later in this chapter. 
Clearly the two narrators in this example do not give us 
the same view of what happens. 
Probably the best way we see Jewel is through the 
only chapter he narrates. And this chapter also gives us 
one of the best examples of the unreliability of Darl's 
narration. In the chapter before Jewel's, Darl says that 
Jewel is out in the pasture with his horse, then in the 
barn feeding it (10-12). As he gives the horse hay, Jewel 
"peers out across the stall tops and through the doorway. 
The path is empty; from here he cannot even hear Cash 
sawing" (12). Yet as Jewel's narration starts, Jewel says 
he hears "that goddamn adze going One lick less. One lick 
less. One lick less" in apparent imitation of the tool 
( 13-) • We know enough about Jewel's character to believe 
that he would not try to poetically imitate the adze 
without hearing it at the time he records it for us. 
Also, as noted twice before, Peabody hears the saw a mile 
away (37). Surely Jewel would have heard it in the open 
barn. 
Jewel also seems annoyed at "them others sitting 
there, like buzzards" (13). We know that Anse and Tull 
sit with Darl on the back porch (9), and we hear of no one 
else outside the house. Jewel cannot see the men on the 
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porch from inside the barn, as Dewey Dell says later "From 
the back porch I cannot see the barn" (53). Jewel must be 
looking either through the house at the men on the back 
porch or at the women around Addie, although he only says 
he can see "the fan and Dewey Dell's arm" (9). Either 
way, he is not looking at an empty path, as Darl tells us 
(12). The real narrator behind Jewel and Darl has given 
us careful stage directions to show that Darl, who could 
have shown Jewel and his horse only clairvoyantly anyway, 
is not telling us the truth about Jewel's perceptions. 
..'j 
Two more examples of the same scene's being told 
different ways occur between Dewey Dell and Darl. Both 
seem to involve Darl's clairvoyance, and they are reported 
much more similarly than we might first expect. In the 
first, Dewey Dell asks Darl whether he will tell Anse of 
her pregancy: "'Are you going to tell pa are you going to 
kill him?' without the words I said it and he said 'Why?' 
without the words" (24). Shortly afterward, Darl says 
Dewey Dell "just keeps on saying Are you going to tell pa? 
Are you going to kill him?" (35). Here Darl seems to be 
recounting his telepathic discussion with his sister 
rather than telling it at the same time. 
In the other example, Darl seems not to recount so 
much as either coincide with Dewey Dell's thought or 
precede it. As Darl narrates Addie's death, he says Dewey 
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Dell will walk out of the house and look at Peabody, 
"saying You could do so much for me if you just would. If 
you just knew" (47). Apparently as she walks out on the 
porch, Dewey Dell begins her next narration, "He could do 
so much for me if he just would. He could do everything 
for me .... And he could do so much for me, and then I would 
not be alone" (53). Then, at other points in the same 
chapter, Dewey Dell thinks, "He could do everything for 
me. And he dont know it" (54) and "He could fix it all 
right, if he just would. And he dent know it. He could 
do everything for me if he just knowed it" (58). 
As with the example of whether Darl will tell Anse of 
her pregnancy, the Peabody example shows the telepathy 
between the two. But if Darl is merely reporting the 
telepathic interludes between himself and Dewey Dell, why 
would he not use her own words? After all, he uses her 
own statement in the first example, with the only change 
one of dividing sentences (35). Yet in the second example 
he not only improves it grammatically, he also adapts it 
to include Peabody's volition and knowledge of her condi-
tion (47). At the time she looks at the doctor, however, 
she only comments on his volition, not on his knowledge of 
her pregnancy. She says "if he just knowed it" only when 
she is by herself in the barn (58), although she first 
mentions that Peabody does not know of her pregnancy 
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when she prepares dinner (54). Darl has combined her 
comments on volition and knowledge, placing them both when 
she looks at Peabody on the porch. And if Darl can change 
the way he reports his clairvoyance, we must consider how 
much we believe is real reporting and how much he alters 
it to fit his will, as we will do in the next chapter. 
The only time we get more than one view of the same 
scene occurs when the wagon overturns in the river. Darl, 
Vardaman, and Tull all explain at least bits and pieces of 
the same event, especially Darl's jumping from the wagon. 
Each uses similar descriptions of the drowning of the 
mules. For Darl, the mules "roll up out of the water in 
succession, turning completely over, their legs stiffly 
extended" {135). Vardaman repeats the image: "The mules 
dived up again diving their legs stiff their stiff legs 
rolling slow" (136). Even Tull narrates the episode in 
the same way: ''I see the mules come rolling slow up out of 
the water, their legs spraddled stiff like they had balked 
upside down" (139). Such similarities in narration 
suggest not only that they see the same things but also 
that they narrate them the same. 
But of course some differences arise. As Vardaman 
follows Dar!, he does not report on Jewel's attempt to 
return to the river on his horse. Dar! and Tull do report 
· on Jewel, though. As usual, Darl makes a special effort 
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to see what Jewel is doing, even as he is about to jump 
from the wagon: "Jewel holding the horse upreared, its 
head wrenched around, hammering its head with his fist" { 
135). Still, from his better--and much calmer--vantage 
point, Tull describes Jewel as "almost to the bank 
fighting that horse back where it had more sense than to 
go" (138). As mentioned in the first chapter of this 
thesis, Darl is the only character who describes Jewel as 
hitting a horse, and here is no exception. Perhaps Tull 
did not care to describe Jewel abusing his horse, but Tull 
would have no other reason not to describe it. And since 
he can see the events transpire more clearly than Darl 
would have, we must ask who is reporting more accurately. 
Again, Darl seems to come up short. 
The final time the same scene is described by two 
different narrators occurs when Darl is not even around. 
Yet Darl describes it perhaps more accurately than he does 
most other scenes. It occurs in his narration between the 
time he sits on the train to Jackson and the time he 
describes himself in a cage there. To compare his 
descriptions to Cash's, I have identified by number four 
similar phrases: 
It looks no different from a hundred other 
wagons there; Jewel standing beside it and 
u [1] looking up the street like any other man 
in town that day, yet there is something dif-
ferent, distinctive. [2] There is about it that 
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unmistakable air of definite and imminent depar-
ture that trains have, perhaps due to the fact 
that [3] Dewey Dell and Vardaman on the seat 
and [4] Cash on a pallet in the wagon bed (3] 
are eating bananas from a paper bag. (236) 
Darl sees the scene clairvoyantly, and it seems tied to 
his train trip to Jackson. 
But perhaps his mention of the departure of trains 
has thrown critics off, since few seem to see the true 
context of the scene. Simon, who spends much time 
discussing it, says it takes place "in the train, as he is 
-- -y' --- ·._ 
being led away to the asylum" as he is "looking out the 
window of the train" (Simon "What Are You Laughing At, 
Darl?" 104). Most other critics fail to comment on it 
altogether, since the qu~stion of its timing appears 
unimportant. Yet it is important, because it is not the 
scene of his departure. Darl is already on the train. 
Instead, the departure is of the wagon, and the scene 
shows his family the day after he is taken to Jackson as 
they wait for Anse to return so they may leave Jefferson. 
Other than the flowery language, it compares well with 
Cash's description of the event: 
So Jewel got the team and come for me and 
[4] they fixed me a pallet in the wagon and we 
drove across the square to the corner where pa 
said, and [2] we was waiting there in the wagon, 
with [3] Dewey Dell and Vardaman eating bananas, 
when [1] we see them coming up the street. (241) 
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Clearly it is the same scene, with phrases I have labeled 
3 and 4 almost identical for each narrator (although 
phrase 3 is split in Darl's chapter). But for all the 
strong similarities between the passages, some differences 
are still noticeable. In Darl's phrase 1, only Jewel 
looks up the street, while in Cash's narration they are 
all looking for Anse. Darl has once again spotlighted 
Jewel when he is not necessarily doing anything different 
than anyone else. In phrase 2, Cash describes much more 
clearly in four words what Darl has trouble doing in 15 in 
his phrase 2. In doing so, Darl misleads us into thinking 
of himself on the train rather than of the family on the 
wagon. 
For Darl to confuse our perception of the action of 
the novel is nothing new, as we can well see. overlaps in 
narration show a pattern of inaccuracies and 
disagreements, with most of them occurring within Darl's 
narration. As I have shown, the overlaps that Darl is not 
a part of seem easily explained; those that he does 
narrate we cannot be so sure about. Perhaps it comes down 
to a choice: do we believe Peabody, Vardaman, Tull, Cash, 
Jewel, and Dewey Dell, or do we believe Darl? And as Darl 
pays special attention to Jewel even in some of these 
overlaps, we must again question how much of our 
perception of Jewel as "pure violence" is based on 
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reporting that is inaccurate at best and vindictively 
false at worst (Bleikasten 91). 
' 
I 
So we have seen' how Darl's portrayal of Jewel as the 
j 
unfeeling, violent "cigar store Indian" may be biased. He 
appeared indiscriminate in his description of most of 
Jewel's characteristics, and he showed how much he hated 
Jewel by causing the wagon to break down. Now, as his 
reliability has come into serious doubt, we must wonder 
whether we should believe anything Darl says, let alone 
about Jewel. In the next chapter we will consider Darl's 
narration when his clairvoyance comes into effect. We 
will find not only that Darl's chapters should be suspect 
but also that Darl forces us to question all other 
narrations. 
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CHAPTER IV 
The reader should now consider the following three 
points as extremely likely: Darl focuses much of his 
narration on the description of Jewel, and we should 
question the accuracy of that description; Darl hates his 
brother so much that he goes out of his way to prevent 
Jewel from seeing their mother die; and in the passages 
where Darl's chapters overlap with the same scene in 
another narrator's, the reliability of Darl is in serious 
doubt. But we still have one major question to consider 
if we are to believe that Darl gives us a completely 
biased view of Jewel. 
As noted in the first chapter, Darl's description of 
Jewel as unfeeling and violent seems particular to Darl's 
own chapters. But a few important discrepancies leap out 
when other narrators describe Jewel in the same terms as 
does Darl: Dewey Dell says Jewel looks ''straight ahead'' 
twice (106 and 108) and that he looks as though he is 
''made out of wood" (108); Tull says Jewel's face turns 
''red then green'' (111) and then goes "red and green and 
then red" (112); and Cash calls Jewel's eyes ''hard white'' 
(218). We must analyze these passages, especially those 
of Dewey Dell and Tull, if we are to truly believe Darl 
describes Jewel in a way that others do not. While doing 
so, we will consider the passages by narrators who 
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consider Jewel in negative terms. 
In order to understand how these narrators give 
similar descriptions of Jewel or completely negative 
comments on him, we must accept a premise that Faulkner 
does little to hide: Darl is clairvoyant, and Darl uses 
his clairvoyance to describe many events. For Faulkner, 
using these abilities "was a very good way, I thought, a 
very effective way to tell what was happening back there 
at home--well, call it a change of pace. A trick, but 
since the whole book was a tour de force, I think that is 
a permissible trick" (Gwynn 113). Since Faulkner does not 
seem to distiguish "telepathy" ("awareness of another's 
thoughts without sensory communication") from 
"clairvoyance" ("knowledge acquired of an object or event 
without the use of the senses"), I will use the terms 
interchangeably as well (Hansel 3-4). 
But Darl does more than report through his 
clairvoyance; in fact, he sets the tone for a number of 
passages by influencing narrators to report a certain 
event in a certain way. Darl, like a white trash version 
of the "Star Trek" character Spock, makes a sort of 
mind-meld with other narrators at certain points in their 
narrations. In this way he forces them to use his words 
and his opinions against their wishes. This chapter will 
consider how this clairvoyant quality affects the 
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narration through a view of the times he narrates a scene 
where he is not present; a look at his other acts of 
clairvoyance, including a ghostly ''presence'' suggested; 
his actual intrusions into other narrations where he 
forces other characters to narrate in his own words; and 
reasons why Faulkner may have considered using 
clairvoyance in this way. I will then summarize the 
effect of these qualities on the description of Jewel. 
***** 
We know of Darl's clairvoyance whether we are careful 
readers or not. The most significant moments occur in the 
following places, as Darl describes: Jewel with his horse 
for the first time, catching it and feeding it (10-12); 
Addie's death scene (43-48); Cash finishing Addie's coffin 
(66-72); Jewel in the barn with his horse on return from 
the lumber haul (84-85); Jewel combing his horse in 
Armstid's barn (169); and the wagon when the Bundrens wait 
for Anse so they can leave Jefferson (236). These moments 
are also the only times when Darl narrates a scene where 
he is not present. 
~ut we have already seen the problems with many of 
the above examples. As shown in the last chapter, they 
simply do not always overlap effectively with the 
narrations around them. In the first example, several 
questions exist between what Darl says Jewel saw and what 
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Jewel says (12 and 13). Similar problems exist between 
what Peabody says occurred shortly before Addie dies and 
what Darl says occurred (42 and 43). Finally, Darl's 
description of the wagon scene and Cash's description of 
the same event seem to clash, especially in the descrip-
tion of Jewel's view noted earlier (236 and 241). Even 
though the differences are slight, the question of how 
accurate Darl's narratives are in these scenes is still 
important. An additional problem exists with his 
reliability as Darl reports the scene of Cash finishing 
the coffin from the bed of a "strange room" as Darl 
struggles to fall asleep (72). We do not really know if 
the scene at home is true or just Darl's dreamy thoughts 
as he drifts off to sleep. 
Another question we should ask involves the three 
times Darl describes Jewel with his horse. In two in 
particular the descriptions seem almost identical. In the 
first, Jewel "slides on to the trough and mounts upon it. 
Clinging to the hay-rack he lowers his head and peers out 
across the stall tops and through the door way. The path 
is empty" ( 12) . In the second, Jewel ''waits until it 
kicks at him so that he can slip past and mount onto the 
trough and pause, peering out across the intervening 
stall-tops toward the empty path" (85). The second sounds 
just like a rewrite of the first version, or vice versa. 
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Even if Jewel does exactly the same things at both times, 
the repetition of key words strongly suggests that Darl 
gives us his own version of what Jewel might be doing in 
the barn, not what he really is doing. Also, Darl himself 
notes that Cash and Anse ''are waiting for us, ready for 
the moving of it," and his description places them at the 
top of the path in plain view (84). Since we know that 
Jewel can look up the path into the house (13), he would 
certainly see them, not "the empty path" (85). Simply 
put, the path is in no way empty. 
***** 
So we already must suspect the passages that seem to 
show Darl's clairvoyance most clearly. Yet Darl's 
clairvoyance is shown in a different way as well. At 
times he appears in a kind of ghostly image to invade 
another character's thoughts. Some of the following 
examples are extremely clear, while others will not become 
so clear until the next section of this chapter. And 
although some critics have suggested a darker side of 
Darl, no one has mentioned this capacity. The clearest 
examples of what we might call Darl's "presence'' are given 
away by air movement, murmuring, darkness, shadows, and 
his penetrating eyes. As we might expect, they occur 
primarily in chapters narrated by characters other than 
Darl. In fact, the best showings of his presence are 
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found in the narrations of Dewey Dell, Tull, and Vardaman, 
and the descriptions that follow will consider characters 
in that order with references as they appear in the novel: 
Dewey Dell (23-24); 
II II ( 5 3 - 5 8 ) i 
II II ( 1 Q 6 - 0 8 ) i 
Tull (75-83); 
II (109-12) i 
Vardaman (49-52); 
II ( 59-60) ; 
II ( 18 0-8 2 ) ; 
II (197-200); 
II ( 2 06-08) j 
II (232-34) • 
Probably the character most susceptible to Darl's 
presence is Dewey Dell. Cash mentions that they are 
extremely close (220), and Darl knows "without the words'' 
(24) that she is pregnant. In the first chapter that she 
narrates, before describing the cotton-picking scene, 
Dewey Dell first considers Darl, who "sits at the supper 
table with his eyes gone further than the food and the 
lamp, full of the land dug out of his skull and the holes 
filled with the distance beyond the land" (23). By the 
last part of that statement she certainly does not mean 
the ocean. Darl's eyes literally extend beyond the real 
and into the surreal. She tells us that he telepathically 
reads her mind, and she gives us the precise moment at the 
table when he does so. 
As Dewey Dell continues to narrate, other examples of 
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his presence begin to appear. The breath of the cow 
"against my hot nakedness" suggests the entrance of the 
ghostly image (56). But the presence itself really shows 
itself only when Dewey Dell goes into the dark barn. She 
can "feel the air moving on my face again, slow, pale with 
lesser dark and with empty seeing, the pine clumps 
blotched up the tilted slope, secret and waiting" (56). 
Darl becomes the air as it hits Dewey Dell, as he provides 
a more trustworthy ''lesser dark" than the real dark. But 
just how dangerous he can be we do not see until he burns 
the barn. Now he contents himself to do his "seeing" in 
"secret and waiting." 
Darl may also lie in the "silhouette" of the cow or 
the bucket as Dewey Dell feels "the process of coming 
unalone" (56). The passage suggests her pregnancy, but 
supposedly she has been pregnant for some time; we might 
suspect Darl's visitation at this scene. And Dewey Dell 
seems to delight as the "darkness rushes on upon the sweet 
blast of her moaning breath" (56). Again, the presence of 
the cow may be suggested by the cow's breath, but the 
darkness seems a special feeling of joining with Darl, 
because as she sees Vardaman "the last of rushing darkness 
flees whistling away" (56-57). Darl's presence visits 
only one character at a time. And as soon as Vardaman 
leaves, the same images reappear. 
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But the cow is not the only breath now. As she says, 
the cow ''follows me, moaning. Then the dead, hot pale air 
breathes on my face again" (58). How can the air be the 
cow's breath this time? Does Dewey Dell back away from 
the cow? She makes no statement to that effect, but how 
else might we explain the breath on her face if the cow is 
following behind her? And immediately after she thinks 
that Peabody could help her if he would, she says that 
"The cow breathes upon my hips and back, her breath warm, 
sweet, stertorous, moaning" (58). The cow breathes on her 
back, but Darl breathes on her face. And when Darl quotes 
her as thinking how Peabody could help her, the passage 
seems more similar to the way she says it here than at any 
other place (47-48). He touches her naked even though he 
is "further away than seeing" {58). 
Much like Dewey Dell's first chapter, in her third 
narration she states, "The land runs out of Darl's eyes; 
they swim to pin points. '' She notices as he looks at her 
from foot to face, ''and then my dress is gone: I sit naked 
on the seat" (106). Darl invades her mind with his 
nonphysical presence, as he becomes a voice inside her 
head. How else can we explain the lines that follow, some 
of which appear in italics: 
Suppose I tell him to turn. He will do what I 
say. Dant you know he will do what I say? 
Once I waked with a black void rushing under 
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me. I could not see. I saw Vardaman rise and 
go to the window and strike the knife into the 
fish, the blood gushing, hissing like steam but 
I could not see. He'll do as I say. He always 
does. I can persuade him to anything. You 
know I can. Suppose I say Turn here. That was 
when I died that time. Suppose I do. We'll go 
to New Hope. We wont have to go to town. I 
rose and took the knife from the streaming fish 
still hissing and I killed Darl. (106-07) 
As Darl did in her previous chapter, he tries to confuse 
Dewey Dell. At that point she "dont know what worry 
is .... I dont know whether I am worrying or·not" (58). Darl 
suggests that they turn off the road to Jefferson to bury 
Addie, and he knows that, if they do so, Dewey Dell could 
not get the medical attention she desires. Dewey Dell 
would have no reason to suggest such a thing, even if she 
did convince Anse to continue on their journey, as the 
narrator in italics suggests (101). Darl himself 
convinced Anse to allow him to leave for the lumber 
hauling trip (15-18), told Anse to shut up (189 and 214), 
and told Anse to drive on (214). In short, Anse will do 
what Darl says. 
As to the narration not in italics, Dewey Dell again ~-
suggests the darkness, this time a ''black void" overtaking
 
her (107). And in response to the final suggestion that 
they will go to New Hope, Dewey Dell imagines herself 
killing Darl. Why would she want to kill Darl if he was 
not suggesting that they turn? And Darl continues to 
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invade her thoughts, although the next passage in italics 
seems more in her voice. But it does show his presence. 
When she wakes from her nightmare, she "couldn't think of 
my name I couldn't even think I am a girl I couldn't even 
think I" (107). She cannot think who she is because she 
is both Darland Dewey Dell, their minds merged. And 
again, the wind blows over her "and blew me back from 
where it was" (107), much like the wind that blew on her 
as she rested with Darlin the barn (58). Dewey Dell 
prays to God for help, most likely to get away from the 
influence that is Darl (107 and 108). 
Oddly enough, Tull seems to face similar situations 
with Darl, even though Tull and Dewey Dell are entirely 
different types of characters. In describing Addie's 
funeral, Tull comments on the whish, whish, whish of the 
fans and the ''talking sounding kind of like bees murmuring 
in a water bucket" (76). He then says Whitfield seems to 
separate before his eyes, "like he is one, and his voice 
is one, swimming on two horses side by side.'' As Tull 
listens to the women in the house, he says one woman 
''sounds like her eyes and her voice were turned back 
inside her, listening.'' As with Dewey Dell, Tull seems to 
hear a presence listening to the service, as "voices come 
out of the air'' (81). Voices appear in the air, ''and when 
we moved we would loose them again out of the air around 
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us" (82). A presence seems to visit them, and most likely 
that presence is Darl. 
And that presence visits Tull again later. As he 
narrates, Darl 
is looking at me. He dont say nothing; just 
looks at me with them queer eyes of hisn that 
makes folks talk. I always say it aint never 
been what he done so much or said or anything 
so much as how he looks at you. It's like he 
had got into the inside of you, someway. 
Like somehow you was looking at yourself and 
your doings outen his eyes. (111) 
Tull realizes that Darl can see inside other heads with 
just his look. But Tull does not stop there. He then 
suggests that Darl steals one's self in a way, forcing 
that self to look through his eyes. The presence becomes 
almost evil, as it makes Tull do what he least wants to 
do: look at himself. 
Finally, the presence shows itself perhaps the most 
times in Vardaman's narrations. As Vardaman begins his 
first chapter, he tells how he runs away from the scene of 
his mother's death. Only when he gets to the barn can he 
breathe again, in the "warm Smelling" (49). He feels "the 
life running up from under my hands" in Jewel's horse, but 
just what this "life" is we do not really know (50). But 
like Dewey Dell, Vardaman enters "the dark" to find the 
stick, as though something tells him to go into that 
darkness (50). And as his chapter ends, he returns to the 
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darkness, describing the horse as it dissolves, watching 
it "float upon the dark in fading solution; all one yet 
neither; all either yet none" (52). For Dewey Dell the 
presence of Darl was suggested in this part of the barn. 
That Vardaman feels Darl's image as well cannot be 
dismissed. 
And after Dewey Dell's chapter, Vardaman says he "saw 
the dark stand up and go whirling away,'' perhaps a 
suggestion of Darl's presence leaving the scene (59). But 
we do not know when his leaving occurs, since Vardaman has 
described it only in terms of the horse in the barn. As 
he narrates now, he is outside watching Anse and Cash work 
on the coffin presumably toward darkness. Yet darkness 
has not quite set in, since we hear Vardaman three times 
mention Anse's shadow (59 once and 60 twice). But is it 
Anse's shadow? According to Vardaman, ''Pa walks around. 
His shadow walks around, over Cash going up and down above 
the sa:w, at the bleeding plank" (59). We assume that 
Vardaman's pronoun reference means the shadow is Anse's, 
but how would Vardaman, who leaps in description from the 
coffin to the corncrib rat to the bleeding plank to the 
bananas, know anything of proper grammar? Would Addie 
have taught him? As even Lehigh freshmen have such 
problems, Vardaman may be referring to another ''he" in the 
shadow: the "he" of Darl. 
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Since Darl describes much of the scene of building 
the coffin later that night, that he would be around now 
should not be seriously doubted. Dewey Dell suggested his 
presence in the silhouettes earlier (56). And why would 
Vardaman repeat his description of Anse three times unless 
in each case what appears to be repetition is really the 
description of another character following Anse? The dark 
that goes ''whirling away" cannot be the dark of night, 
since shadows still form and night is actually arriving. 
The shadow image strongly suggests Darl's presence. Varda-
man simply describes Darl's image leaving before he 
describes Darl's image following Anse. The boy's narra-
tion skips around until he decides to visit Tull. 
Vardaman does not report Darl's presence again until 
they try to cross the river. As Vardaman describes Darl 
climbing out of the river, he says Darl ''was seeing me," 
again a suggestion of Darl's power to look inside of his 
.,,. 
brother. Vardaman reports immediately afterward, in 
italics: "Then his hands come up and all of him above the 
water. I cant stop. I have not got time to try. I will 
try to when I can but his hands come empty out of the 
water'' ( 137). Yet in the passage I have bold-faceµ we 
have a question: what is Vardaman trying to stop? Running 
toward the water? Although he says he enters the water, 
Vardaman would have no reason to go deeper when Darl comes 
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out. Also, although Vardaman says "I couldn't stop 
hollering," he certainly has time to do so, especially 
since Darl is now out of the water (137). 
Neither must Vardaman stop running, since shortly 
afterward he says he begins to run again. In short, 
Vardaman needs to stop little; Darl, on the other hand, 
must stop leaping in and out of other minds. The lines in 
bold-face are in Darl's voice, not Vardaman's, and are one 
of the most important ways Darl demonstrates his capacity 
for telepathy. Also it shows, as we might expect, that 
Darl himself has little control over his power, and he 
needs time to concentrate on keeping his mind in check. 
Darl seems to intrude upon his own intrusion, as though he 
asks for help or at least pity. 
Darl similarly intrudes upon Vardaman's consciousness 
several chapters later, after they visit Armstid and Jewel 
has presumably run away. Although not the same suggestion 
of darkness or moving air, Darl seems to intrude upon 
Vardaman's thoughts in the way he did at the river (137) 
and for Dewey Dell (106-07). Earlier, in the scene in 
Armstid's shed, Darl does not seem present, although we do 
see him with Jewel shortly afterward. Armstid says that 
he went to look for Jewel when the wind shifted, bringing 
the smell from the coffin to his house. He finds Jewel 
after describing the buzzards on the shed (173), and 
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Vardaman says that Jewel was in the shed (181). After 
Armstid asks him to check on Anse, Jewel starts to move 
the wagon himself. Then Armstid says, ''Darl come out,'' 
apparently from the shed as well (173). 
But in Vardaman's narration, it appears that Jewel 
and Vardaman are the only ones in the shed: ''That's why 
Jewel and I were both in the shed and she was in the wagon 
because the horse lives in the barn and I had to keep on 
running the buzzard away from" (181). Yet, according to 
Armstid, Vardaman was not in the shed but "was chasing 
another (buzzard] around the lot like it was a turkey" 
(173). Since we know that Darl was in the shed with 
Jewel, we may suspect that Darl enters Vardaman's 
monologue at this place as well. Immediately before the 
quotation, Vardaman asks Darl, "Is it because Jewel's 
mother is a horse Darl? I said," and we may believe that 
Darl is answering his youngest brother, even though 
Vardaman appears to conclude the above passage by chasing 
the buzzards (181). 
We have already considered the next passage, that of 
listening to"\..··Addie in her coffin, in our analysis of the 
overlap between Darl's and Vardaman's narrations. The 
clairvoyance in that passage is notable. But the image of 
Darl appears later, after he has left Vardaman's side. 
,. 
Almost as though Darl's darkness is unmasked, Vardaman 
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says that he sees something, which is apparently Darl 
starting the fire (198, 200, 206, and 208). Yet the boy 
does not leave his sister's side, only commenting on how 
the ''moon shines'' and the "moonlight'' (198). As the moon 
continues to shine, Vardaman waits until Dewey Dell is 
asleep ''and then I went to find where they stay at night" 
(200). But after the barn starts on fire, Darl reports 
that Vardaman comes out of the house with everyone else 
(201). 
What Vardaman sees must be a clairvoyant "light" on 
Darl's darkness. Vardaman, who has given us telepathic 
descriptions of Addie and has shown how he and Darl can 
communicate telepathically, has seemingly become fully 
clairvoyant as well. His check on the buzzards was an 
early self-test of his own capacity for clairvoyance. And 
shortly afterward, Vardaman describes the barn "swirling 
up in little red pieces, against the sky and the stars so 
that the stars moved backward'' (206). Perhaps the 
incident causes something in Darl to swirl away; maybe 
even his clairvoyance, since he fails to predict his 
incarceration. And that the swirling also "hurt my heart 
... 
like the train did, 11 as Vardaman says, further suggests 
that part of Darl is taken away in the aftermath of the 
barn fire (208). 
The clash between the moonlight--which allows 
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Vardaman to see clairvoyantly--and the darkness appears in 
Vardaman's final narration. References to this clash are 
as constant as references to Darl as his brother who has 
gone away. While ''the stores are dark,'' the ''moon is not 
dark too. Not very dark. Darl he went to Jackson is my 
brother Darl is my brother" (232). The stores are real, 
and their darkness can be seen by anyone. The moonlight 
and Vardaman's ability to "see" via that moonlight stand 
in contrast to the darkness Darl caused, and Vardaman must 
necessarily sort out the difference between his seeing 
with Darland without. 
***** 
So Darl's presence can be felt by references to the 
air and the darkness as well as references to Darl's 
penetrating looks and comments within other people's 
monologues. Since all of those references reflect the 
power of Darl's clairvoyance, to believe that he caused 
other characters to report what he wanted them to report 
seems not unlikely. But all of these cases are easily 
identified if we know what to look for. The circumstances 
around these cases provide the best proof of Darl's 
influence. As we did with the description of Jewel's 
character, we will assess some of the words Darl uses in 
probably his most difficult and poetic passage, his 
attempt to empty himself for sleep in a strange room (72). 
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By looking at most of the chapters analyzed above, as well 
as a few additional chapters by other characters, we will 
see how the terms Darl emphasizes in the strange room 
become the words other characters use when they feel the 
"presence'' of Darl. Close similarities to Darl 's words 
outside of the "strange room'' passage will also be 
considered. 
We have noted the darkness and air that come over 
Dewey Dell in the barn. But we should further note how 
they affect her, since her speech suddenly becomes similar 
to Darl' s. She says she can ''feel the air moving on my 
face again, slow, pale with lesser dark and with empty 
seeing" (56). Similarly, Darl says Cash enters the house 
''against the paling east. In a strange room you must 
empty yourself for sleep'' (72). The terms "pale" and 
''empty" are used to suggest the same or similar images. 
Dewey Dell also refers to "the dead, hot, pale air" and 
again to "The dead air" (58). Though not in the ''strange 
room'' passage, Darl notes the ''reverberations in the dead 
air" as he begins the chapter describing Cash finishing 
the coffin (67). Considering that Darl becomes a 
clairvoyant narrator in each instance, we would not be 
surprised to feel his presence in that dead air. 
Dewey Dell's third chapter provides more similarities 
to Darl's terminology than any other chapter in the novel. 
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Since her chapter opens, she says she finds the road 
''empty with waiting'' and Cash's ''pale empty sad composed 
and questioning face following the red and empty curve" 
(106). As noted above, Darl uses the word ''empty" 
frequently in the "strange room" passage, as he believes 
he must "empty myself for sleep" (72). And perhaps here 
again we have a clue to his clairvoyance. As he has just 
finished describing Cash making the coffin, we may believe 
that he is trying to empty his mind of all the images he 
sees even when his eyes are closed. When he says, "I dent 
know what I am," he in fact may be suggesting that his 
clairvoyant abilities sometimes get out of his control. 
As the ''black void'' rushes under her, Dewey Dell 
describes the nightmare she once had (107). It happened 
when she "used to sleep with Vardaman," she says, and she 
''knew that something was it was wind blowing over me it 
was like the wind came and blew me back from where it was 
I was not blowing the room and Vardaman asleep" (107). 
Darl uses the words "sleep," ''wind,'' "room,'' and ''asleep" 
similarly in his own passage: "In a strange room you must 
empty yourself for sleep" and "only the wind and the rain 
shape it only to Jewel and me, that are not asleep" (72). 
Darl uses the wind to shape Dewey Dell's thoughts; yet 
those thoughts are still raw and ill-formed, as though 
Darl's words were thrown in with little concentration and 
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much confusion. Dewey Dell cannot fully understand how to 
think like Darl. 
Two other clear examples of the link between Darland 
Dewey Dell occur in this chapter. Dewey Dell says the 
wagon passes "the green rows of cotton in the wild earth'' 
in the same chapter as above, when Darl peers at her 
(108). Darl has described a similar scene, when he and 
Jewel walk ''between the green rows of laidby cotton" (3). 
We have seen how she imitates Darl's voice in describing 
Jewel: ''Jewel sits the horse, gazing straight ahead" and 
''Jewel sits on his horse like they were both made out of 
wood, looking straight ahead'' (106 and 108). We have 
noted the similarities to the descriptions "straight 
ahead'' and ''wood" before; we should also note that Dewey 
Dell is the only character other than Darl to say Jewel 
''sits the horse'' (106). Although we might stretch our 
imaginations far enough to believe that she thinks Jewel 
resembles wood, we are hard-pressed to believe she 
describes him sitting with the term Darl uses five times 
(96, 113, 127, 130, and 167). No, Darl has implanted his 
own words into Dewey Dell, and the nightmare that she says 
happened some time ago continues. 
Neither Tull nor Vardaman is affected by Darl's 
influence as much as Dewey Dell, but both do use some of 
his words at the moments when his presence appears near 
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them. Immediately after Tull describes Darl looking at 
him ''with them queer eyes of hisn, '' Tull says Jewel's face 
turns red and green, as explained previously (111 and 
112) • Tull also says Jewel's ''eyes look like pieces of a 
broken plate,'' and he refuses the use of his mule (112). 
We must wonder whether Tull has ever refused Anse anything 
before. As Tull's description echoes Darl's, so is he 
forced to try to prevent the trip by refusing the mule; 
Tull does not say no to Jewel's request so much as 
Darl--'' inside'' Tull--does. 
Shortly before Vardaman describes Darl's presence in 
the barn, the boy says the stick breaks '' loud because it 
is going to rain and the air is empty for the rain" (50). 
We have seen the terms before in Darl's narrations. 
Vardaman uses another of Darl's "strange room" terms, 
''asleep," in describing the saw in relation to what 
appears to be Darl's image: "Pa walks around. His shadow 
does. The saw sounds like it is asleep" (60). Darl also 
describes the saw as snoring twice shortly before 
Vardaman's description (46 and 48). And in Vardaman's 
final narration, he still uses Darl' s terms "home'' and 
''empty'' in his description of the things that ''have all 
gone home to bed'' and the absence of the cow when ''There 
was nothing in the square before she lowed, but it wasn't 
empty. Now it is empty after she lowed" (232 and 234). 
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Vardaman is forced to cope with the absence of Darl's 
clairvoyant influence as well. 
So we have seen how Darl has made other characters 
report his words when his "presence" has appeared around 
them. We should also consider another passage of 
description in the vein of the "strange room" passage that
 
does not occur in sync with Darl's ghostly image. Samson 
describes going to bed the night the Bundrens stay in his 
barn, with numbers to compare to Darl below: 
So I laid there, [1] hearing it commence 
to rain, thinking about them down there, squat-
ting around the wagon and [2] the rain on the 
roof, and thinking about Rachel crying there 
until after a while it was like I could still 
hear her crying even [3] after she was asleep, 
and smelling it even when I knowed I couldn't. 
I couldn't decide even then [4] whether I could 
or not, or if it wasn't just knowing it was 
what it was. (104) 
Simil~rly, in Darl's "strange room" he says: (1] "I can 
hear the rain;" (2] "beneath rain on a strange roof, 
thinking of home;" (3] "Jewel and me, that are not 
asleep;" [ 4] '' And since sleep is is-not and rain and wind 
are was, it is not.'' The echoes are by now familiar: Darl
 
enters Samson's narration, perhaps to show the effect of 
the smell and somehow sanctify his own action. 
***** 
Without any question, Faulkner used clairvoyance as a 
device to help narrate the novel. As Faulkner said, 
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''nobody can dispute it and that was a very good way, 
I 
thought, a very effective way to tell what was happen
ing 
back there at home--well call it a change of pace. A
 
trick, but since the whole book was a tour de force, 
I 
think that is a permissible trick" (Gwynn 113). And that 
''trick'' has in large part made the novel a classic in 
experimental fiction. But most people do not truly 
attempt to understand this clairvoyance. Instead, the
y 
accept it at face value without considering how it af
fects 
the characters or how the characters use it to their 
advantage. As a device it is hardly innocent; or perh
aps 
we should say it is as innocent as the characters usin
g 
it. 
Obviously Faulkner knew what he could get away with 
in using clairvoyance. The study of the subject was just 
taking on an importance among American psychologists.
 
According to Hansel, John E. Coover is credited with 
being 
the first American researcher in extrasensory percept
ion 
and parapsychology. The Stanford University professor 
published his first paper on the subject in 1915 (Hansel 
39). British researchers were also involved in a wide 
array of tests at around the same time and through the
 
1920s (Hansel 36-37). Faulkner may have even heard of the 
supposedly telepathic horse named ''Lady,'' the subject of 
an article by Duke University's Joseph Rhine in 1929 
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(Hansel 86). 
Faulkner clearly used Darl's clairvoyance to describe 
scenes that he could not have seen, such as Jewel in the 
barn or the scene of Addie's death. He also allowed Darl 
to enter other chapters as a ghostly "presence." And 
along with many instances of that presence, Dar! appears 
to help influence the narration. In each of the cases 
where another character describes Jewel in almost 
identical terms as Darl, both Darl's presence and 
suggestions of his influence can be seen in surrounding 
paragraphs. Dewey Dell's citations of Jewel as looking 
"straight ahead" and like "wood" fall near the "black 
void" of the nightmare vision and some description with 
strong similarities to the "strange room" passage. Tull's 
description of Jewel's red and green expressions falls 
immediately after he says Darl's eyes "got into the inside 
of you." Both note Darl's presence in other places, and 
Dewey Dell especially imitates his narration. 
The one other character who describes Jewel similarly 
to Darl notes Jewel's "hard white eyes" (218). Although 
Darl's presence does not appear in Cash's chapter, we must 
wonder just how much Cash's narration is a plot device and 
how much we should assume Cash has learned by the end of 
the novel. It would appear that Cash--who narrates little 
early in the novel and says nothing substantial--has grown 
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tremendously by the end, since he is able to narrate for 
long stretches quite eloquently. But we might also note 
that two things happen before Cash narrates his last two 
chapters: Addie is buried and Darl is taken to Jackson. 
Either of these incidents might affect Cash's ability to 
speak; and if we believe that Darl influences other 
narrators to describe some things, we might also believe 
that he influences Cash to be silent. 
On the other hand, Dewey Dell says much in her early 
narrations, even if some of it echoes Darl. In her one 
chapter after Darl is taken away, Dewey Dell says 307 
words, only 14 of which are exposition and not dialogue. 
How Darl's absence might have contributed to her reporting 
we do not know, but we can easily surmise based on the 
previous three chapters she narrates. So though Dewey 
Dell seems to gather much input from Darl for her 
narrations, Cash seems to have been stifled until Darl is 
taken away. 
Or is he? We cannot be sure. Several times Cash 
describes Jewel negatively and sides with Darl, as 
reported earlier. But for the apparent lack of remorse 
for Darl's incarceration--"! dent reckon nothing excuses 
setting fire to a man's barn and endangering his stock and 
destroying his property" (216)--we might wonder whether 
Darl takes over cash's narration as well. As noted above, 
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Cash does little to distinguish himself as a narrator in 
his earlier chapters. Perhaps that was the real Cash. We 
are hard-pressed to be sure either way, but such a reading 
would explain the ''hard white eyes'' (218). Assuming the 
opposite view, we might just accept that Jewel, intent on 
catching the man who tried to burn his mother, was waiting 
angrily. The description could be accurate for anyone in 
that case, not a special quirk of Jewel's character. 
We might ask other questions about the description of 
Jewel when answers do not appear so easily. Cora seems to 
hate Jewel in most of her monologues. When describing the 
scene when Anse allows Darland Jewel to haul the lumber, 
Cora blames Jewel for most of the plan: "Mr. Tull says 
Darl asked them to wait. He said Darl almost begged them 
on his knees not to force him to leave her in her 
condition. But nothing would do but Anse and Jewel must 
make that three dollars" (19). If we believe Darl's 
version, he did not beg Anse for anything. And we have 
little reason not to believe Darl, since he would appear 
much more favorable to us if he narrated the passage the 
way Cora says that he did. 
We can surely answer our questions about Cora's 
descriptions if we consider the scene immediately before 
Cora tells of Darl's wonderful behavior. Walking down the 
hall toward Addie's room, Darl says ''a breeze draws 
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through the hall" and voices ''sound as though they were 
speaking out of the air about your head" (18). Darl 
professes his own clairvoyance immediately before entering
 
Cora's narration, twisting it to denigrate Jewel. At no 
other point outside this chapter or Cora's later chapter 
does she describe Jewel negatively. In fact, she seems 
much more concerned about Vardaman, whom she calls a "poor
 
boy" when Kate mentions Jewel and calls Vardaman "outen 
his head with grief and worry" when the boy runs to her 
and Tull for help (30 and 63). She calls Addie's death a 
judgment on Anse, not on Jewel in Tull's description 
(64-65). And if anyone needs straightening out, Cora says 
it is Darl, not Jewel (64). 
In short, not even the most damning indictment of 
Jewel is trustworthy when Darl is around. We cannot 
depend on any description of Jewel, especially not those 
in Darl's own voice. We might even question whether to 
believe Darl when he describes events he cannot see, since
 
his "presence" rarely appears in these cases. What we ca
n 
trust is that this presence makes other characters biased 
in their opinion of Jewel, at least temporarily. And we 
can also see how we form our perception of this supposedly
 
unfeeling character based on biased testimony. 
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CONCLUSION 
As we have seen, Darl presents a biased, unreliable 
portrait of his brother Jewel. Darl also shows his hatred 
for Jewel by rigging the wagon to break down far from the 
scene of Addie's death. And in cases where other 
narrators give descriptions of Jewel similar to that by 
Darl, we have strong reason to suspect that Darl 
influences their narrations. In spite of his influence, 
characters other than Darl describe Jewel positively and 
negatively; and we should suspect every negative account. 
Two questions are worth further study, however. We 
do not know why Faulkner would have disguised the wagon 
wheel incident or Darl's influence on other narrators so 
strongly. The question will never be answered to our 
satisfaction, since we have no way of knowing Faulkner's 
true intent. Yet we can guess that' Faulkner may have 
enjoyed the mystery of the spoke and the difficulties of 
the narration. The novel is an experiment in narration, 
perhaps even more than previously believed. 
The other question, that of why Darl hates Jewel so 
much as to bias our perception of Jewel, is similarly 
difficult to answer. Perhaps the best answer is that Darl 
is jealous of the affection Addie gave Jewel. Darl's 
hatred for his brother extends to his wish that not even 
the reader completely like Jewel. If we see clearly that 
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Darl biases our opinion of Jewel, Darl's wish would fall 
short. To make us favor his own actions, Darl must hide 
his true motives, as well as his bias. In doing so, 
Faulkner seems to provide a difficult choice between 
morals, when really the choice is already made: Jewel's 
actions are favored, and the promise Anse made is not 
empty. 
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